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RASMALA TRADE FINANCE FUND
CONFIDENTIAL PRIVATE OFFERING MEMORANDUM
This confidential private offering memorandum (“Memorandum”) is intended solely for the
use of the person to whom it has been delivered by Rasmala Trade Finance Fund (the
“Fund”) for the purpose of enabling the recipient to evaluate an investment in participating
non-voting shares of the Fund, (the “Shares”). The Shares are represented by distinct classes
of Shares, (each, a “Class”), as further detailed in this Memorandum. The directors of the
Fund (the "Directors") may create one or more additional classes of shares, for which the
Directors will make amendments to this Memorandum. Such additional classes of shares may
have different rights to the existing Share Classes, including without limitation with respect
to fees, subscriptions and redemptions.
This Memorandum is not to be reproduced or distributed to others, at any time, without the
prior written consent of the Fund, and all recipients agree they will keep confidential all
information contained herein and will use this Memorandum for the sole purpose of
evaluating a possible investment in the Fund. Notwithstanding the foregoing, prospective
investors are hereby authorised to disclose to any person (a) the structure and any tax aspects
of the Fund and (b) all materials of any kind (including tax opinions, analyses or discussions
of tax consequences) relating to the structure and tax aspects of the Fund. Acceptance of this
Memorandum by a recipient constitutes an agreement to be bound by the foregoing terms.
The Directors have taken reasonable care to ensure that the facts stated herein are true and
accurate in all material respects, to the best of their knowledge and belief, and that there are no
material facts the omission of which would make misleading any statement herein, whether of
fact or opinion. Rasmala Investment Bank Limited is acting for the Fund in connection with the
proposed placement hereunder and will not be responsible to any other person for providing best
execution in respect of or advising on the suitability of a subscription for Shares.
Prospective investors are not to construe the contents of this Memorandum as legal, tax,
investment or other advice. Each prospective investor should consult its own advisors as to
legal, investment, tax and other related matters concerning an investment in Shares. In
making an investment decision, investors must rely on their own examination of the Fund and
the terms of this offering, including the merits and risks involved. The Shares have not been
recommended by any securities commission or regulatory authority. Furthermore, the
foregoing authorities have not confirmed the accuracy or determined the adequacy of this
Memorandum.
No action has been taken to permit the distribution of this Memorandum in any jurisdiction
where action would be required for such purpose. Accordingly, no person receiving a copy of
this Memorandum and/or a Subscription Agreement in any territory may treat it as constituting
an invitation to him to purchase or subscribe for Shares nor should he in any event use such a
Subscription Agreement unless in the relevant territory such an invitation could lawfully be used
without compliance with any registration or other legal requirement.
No person has been authorised to give any information or to make any representation
concerning the Fund or the offering of the Shares other than the information contained in this
Memorandum, including any supplement to this Memorandum and, when published, the most
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recent annual report and accounts of the Fund, and, if given or made, such information or
representation must not be relied upon as having been authorised by the Fund.
General Disclaimer
This Memorandum does not constitute an offer or solicitation of Shares in any
jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is not authorised. No action has been
taken to permit the distribution of this Memorandum in any such jurisdiction.
Accordingly, this Memorandum may not be used for the purpose of, and does not
constitute, an offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction or in any circumstances
in which such offer or solicitation is not authorised or to any person to whom it is
unlawful to make such offer or solicitation. Recipients of this Memorandum should
inform themselves about and observe any applicable legal requirements.
Sharia’a Disclaimer
The Fund structure (as described in this Memorandum) has been approved by a Sharia’a
Advisor (please refer to page 12 of this Memorandum for the profile of the Sharia’a Advisor).
Prospective investors should not rely on the approval referred to above in deciding whether to
make an investment in the Fund and should consult their own Sharia’a advisers as to whether
the Fund is in compliance with Sharia’a principles.
Cayman Islands Disclaimer
No offer or invitation to subscribe for Shares may be made to the public in the Cayman
Islands.
Dubai Financial Services Authority Disclaimer
This Memorandum relates to a Fund which is not subject to any form of regulation or
approval by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (“DFSA”). The DFSA has no
responsibility for reviewing or verifying any Memorandum or other documents in connection
with this Fund. Accordingly, the DFSA has not approved this Memorandum or any other
associated documents nor taken any steps to verify the information set out in this
Memorandum, and has no responsibility for it. The Shares to which this Memorandum relates
may be illiquid and/or subject to restrictions on their resale. Prospective investors should
conduct their own due diligence on the Shares. If you do not understand the contents of this
document, you should consult an authorised financial adviser. Past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future performance.
U.S. Securities Disclaimer
The Shares have not been, and will not be, registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933,
as amended, or the securities laws of any of the states of the U.S., and the Fund has not been
and will not be, registered under the U.S. Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended.
Direct or indirect acquisition or ownership of Shares by “U.S. Persons” (as defined herein)
without compliance with applicable U.S. securities laws or in contravention of the relevant
provisions of the constituent documents of the Fund is prohibited. The transferability of the
Shares will also be restricted for all investors by the terms of the Memorandum and Articles
of Association of the Fund (the “Articles”). Investors will be required to bear the financial
risks of an investment in the Shares for an extended period of time. There will be no public
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market for the Shares, and there is no obligation on the part of any person to register the
Shares under any securities laws.
An investment in the Shares involves significant risks. Potential investors should pay
particular attention to the information in Section VII - “Risk Factors and Potential Conflicts
of Interest”. Investment in the Fund is suitable only for sophisticated investors and requires
the financial ability and willingness to accept the high risks inherent in an investment in the
Fund. No assurance can be given that the Fund’s investment objectives will be achieved or
that investors will receive a return of their invested capital.
This Memorandum does not purport to be, and should not be construed as, a complete
description of the Articles and the other documents referred to herein, copies of which will be
provided to each prospective investor upon request. To the extent of any inconsistency
between this Memorandum and such documents, the terms of such documents shall prevail.
Cayman Islands Regulation
The Fund is regulated as a mutual fund under the Mutual Funds Law. The Authority has
supervisory and enforcement powers to ensure compliance with the Mutual Funds Law.
Regulation under the Mutual Funds Law entails the filing of prescribed details and audited
accounts annually with the Authority. As a regulated mutual fund, the Authority may at any
time instruct the Fund to have its accounts audited and to submit them to the Authority within
such time as the Authority specifies. Failure to comply with these requests by the Authority
may result in substantial fines on the part of the Directors and may result in the Authority
applying to the court to have the Fund wound up.
The Fund will not, however, be subject to supervision in respect of its investment activities or
the constitution of the Fund's portfolio by the Authority or any other governmental authority
in the Cayman Islands, although the Authority does have power to investigate the activities of
the Fund in certain circumstances. Neither the Authority nor any other governmental
authority in the Cayman Islands has commented upon or approved the terms or merits of this
document. There is no investment compensation scheme available to investors in the Cayman
Islands.
Notice to prospective investors in the United Arab Emirates (not including the Dubai
International Financial Centre)
By receiving this Memorandum, the person or entity to whom it has been issued understands,
acknowledges and agrees that this Memorandum and the participating shares referred to
herein, are not regulated under the laws of the United Arab Emirates (“UAE”) relating to
funds, investments or otherwise. None of the Fund or any part of the proposed structure set
out herein is subject to any form of regulation by the Central Bank of the UAE, the UAE
Securities and Commodities Authority or any other authority in the UAE (collectively, the
“UAE Regulatory Authorities”).
None of the UAE Regulatory Authorities has any responsibility in respect of this
Memorandum and, accordingly, none of the UAE Regulatory Authorities has approved this
Memorandum, taken any steps to verify the information set out herein or has any
responsibility for it.
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The offering of the participating shares does not constitute a public offer of securities under
applicable laws of the UAE and the participating shares will not be admitted to trading on any
stock exchange in the UAE.
This Memorandum is strictly private and confidential and if desired will only be distributed
to a limited number of selected institutional and other sophisticated investors merely to
provide information. Nothing in this Memorandum is intended to endorse or recommend a
particular course of action. Prospective investors should seek appropriate professional advice.
The minimum investment by an investor based in the UAE is $150,000.

Notice to prospective investors in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
This Memorandum may not be distributed in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia except to such
persons as are permitted under the Investment Funds Regulations of the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia. The Fund accepts full responsibility for the accuracy of the information contained in
this Memorandum and confirms, having made all reasonable enquiries that to the best of its
knowledge and belief, there are no other facts the omission of which would make any
statement herein misleading.
The Capital Market Authority of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia does not take any
responsibility for the contents of this Memorandum, does not make any representation as to
its accuracy or completeness, and expressly disclaims any liability whatsoever for any loss
arising from, or incurred in reliance upon, any part of this Memorandum. Prospective
purchasers of the participating shares should conduct their own due diligence on the accuracy
of the information relating to Company.
The minimum investment by an investor based in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is $ 300,000.
The aforementioned countries and their applicable selling restrictions should not be
taken to constitute an exhaustive list.
References herein to $ or Dollars are to United States Dollars.
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II.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

RASMALA TRADE FINANCE FUND (the “Fund”) is a Cayman Islands exempted
company incorporated pursuant to the Companies Law with limited liability on 9 October
2013. The Fund commenced operations on 31 October 2013.
The Fund’s investment manager is Rasmala Investment Bank Ltd. (the “Investment
Manager”), a company incorporated under the laws of the Dubai International Financial
Centre and regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority.
The investment objective of the Fund is to maximize risk-adjusted returns by investing in
Sharia’a compliant Trade Finance Investments that are expected to generate low volatility
returns, which if achieved, generally exceed other investments of similar duration.
With offices in London, Dubai and Cairo, the Rasmala Group is a leading regulated
investment bank focused on regional portfolio management, trade finance and Islamic
finance. The Rasmala Group covers a wide range of asset classes including global and
Middle Eastern equities, fixed income, trade finance, leasing and real estate. The Rasmala
Group’s client base includes governmental bodies, banks, insurance companies, charities,
corporations, family offices and private clients.
The Fund is open for subscriptions and redemptions on a monthly basis or at any other
such time as may be determined by the Directors and/or the Investment Manager.
As at the date of this Memorandum, there are the following Share Classes available for
subscription:

Share Class

Minimum
Subscription and
Holding Amount
(US$)

Minimum Subsequent
Subscription Amount
(US$)

Distribution - Ordinary

100,000

10,000

Distribution – CBD Al Dana
Trade Finance Fund

100,000

Class A ACC

100,000

10,000

Class A INC

100,000

10,000

Class S ACC

100,000

10,000

Class L ACC

100,000

10,000

Class S INC

100,000

10,000

Class L INC

100,000

10,000

10,000

In the aforementioned table, ‘ACC’ refers to accumulation and means all income relating
to such Share Class is accumulated and retained within the relevant Share Class; ‘INC’
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refers to income where dividends, if any available for distribution as decided by the
Directors, are distributed bi-annually in line with the relevant sections of this Offering
Memorandum.
For further information on all Share Classes, please refer to Part V “Summary of Terms”. The
fees and expenses attributable to each Share Class are described in Part VI “Fees and Expenses”.
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III.

INVESTMENT PROGRAM

OBJECTIVE AND INVESTMENT POLICY FOR THE SHARES
Investment objective of the Fund
The investment objective of the Fund is to maximize risk-adjusted returns by investing in
Sharia’a compliant Trade Finance Investments that are expected to generate low volatility
returns, which if achieved, generally exceed other investments of similar duration.
The Fund's investments will be made in accordance with the investment policy,
guidelines and restrictions described in this Memorandum, or as otherwise determined by
the Directors or by the Sharia’a Advisor from time to time. Any change in the investment
objective, strategies or restrictions of the Fund must be approved by a simple majority of
the Directors. Such changes must also be ratified by the Sharia’a Advisor.
Investment policy of the Fund
The investment policy of the Fund is to acquire Sharia’a compliant Trade Finance
Investments primarily within emerging markets. The Fund will originate such Trade
Finance Investments from both new and existing relationships with goods and commodity
traders, business owners, banks and other entities that facilitate the secured storage or
movement of goods and commodities.
It will be a requirement that all Sharia’a compliant Trade Finance Investments must be:
(a) denominated in, pegged to or converted to United States Dollars or such that the Fund
bears minimal foreign exchange risk; and (b) short to medium term maturities, generally
ranging from six months to five years.
It is the Directors’ intention that the Trade Finance Investments will generally be held by
the Fund until maturity, although some secondary market trading may occur as suitable
opportunities arise or in circumstances where it would be in the best interest of the Fund
and where such trading can be conducted in compliance with the principles of Sharia’a.
Investment rationale for the Fund
Trade finance has historically been dominated by international specialist trade finance
banks. Evolving financial market regulation has led to a number of these banks divesting
or scaling back their trade finance activities, creating a gap in the market that investor
groups and other alternative financiers are starting to fill.
The Directors believe that the investment policy of the Fund represents a unique
opportunity to invest in global markets, particularly the emerging markets, in order to
obtain enhanced investment returns from assets and structures that can often be
undervalued due to lack of recognition of their intrinsic payment capabilities and may
benefit from unique security arrangements and credit mitigation techniques that support
the investment thesis.
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It is intended that the Fund will provide Shareholders with an opportunity to improve
their overall international asset allocation through Trade Finance Investments. The
Directors believe that the investment policy will provide Shareholders with:


attractive risk adjusted returns derived from underlying trade flows and/or physical
movement of goods;



potential for credit enhancements from the international credit insurance market,
guarantees issued by sovereign governments, state-owned entities, financial
institutions or other security arrangements;



possibility of preferred payment status (when compared to general obligations of the
guarantors); and



portfolio risk management through diversification and asset allocation.

Trade Finance Investments may benefit from standard banking practices for financing
import and export transactions. An emerging country need not have developed a highly
sophisticated capital market for it to tap into the international trade finance market. If it’s
banking system is recognized by, and maintains correspondent banking relations with, the
banks of the developed countries, standardized international trade documentation can be
issued in support of its trade finance obligations. Thus, trade finance structures enable
investors to access emerging and developed markets around the world.
The Directors believe that this overall strategy will provide the Fund with a means to
achieve global diversification in both the primary and secondary trade finance markets,
which are generally considered:


mature, with trade finance markets having been operating for over 50 years;



broad, with annual trading volumes often approaching USD several trillion in the
primary markets and USD100 billion in the secondary markets;



semi-liquid, with trade finance assets transferred between many of the world’s major
banks and alternate financiers; and



global, with trade finance assets originating from all corners of the globe.

Additionally, when transacting in the import/export of certain fungible commodities
contracted by leading commodities dealers, traders and distributors for future delivery,
the Fund will avail itself of investment opportunities that may have:


contracted purchase in advance of delivery;



collateralization prior/during delivery;



liquidation at delivery.
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Moreover, such obligations may also be secured by measures such as excess
collateralization in pledged amounts of delivery contracts, pledged amounts of
commodities or other enforceable security.
The Investment Manager has been appointed by the Company to manage the assets of the
Fund on a discretionary basis.
Investors in the Fund are relying upon the experience and expertise of the Investment
Manager, as expressed herein, to make investment decisions and monitor investment
performance. Such investment analysis is often subjective in nature.
The Investment Manager will seek to achieve appropriate investment diversification
within the Fund by guarantors, obligors or issuers, and by having settlement of Trade
Finance Investments originating from the following regions:


Americas;



Asia;



Eastern & Central Europe;



Middle-East; and



Africa

The Investment Manager will establish suitable limits for Trade Finance Investments such
that no more than ten percent (10%) of the Targeted Fund Size may be invested in any
Trade Finance Investments which have either individually or collectively outstanding
Trade Finance Investments that originate from any one unrated or sub-investment grade
rated obligor. In the case of investment grade rated obligors, the limit is fifteen percent
(15%) of the Targeted Fund Size. In doing so, the Investment Manager will take into
account country ratings determined by recognized international rating agencies.
There can be no assurance that the Investment Objective will be achieved.
Risk Management
Trade Finance Investments may take the form of freely transferable documents and
instruments generated from underlying import-export transactions. The risk of a payment
obligation under a Trade Finance Investment being rescheduled or of a default occurring
under a Trade Finance Investment may be mitigated by the fact that countries, issuers,
guarantors and importers generally seek to protect the inward/outward flow of trade
goods. Notwithstanding these characteristics, investing in the Fund is highly speculative
and involves substantial risks as detailed within this Memorandum.
Recognizing that changes in the credit stature of the obligor may affect the collectability
of the Trade Finance Investment, the Investment Manager will seek to manage the Fund
on a risk mitigation basis by ensuring that Trade Finance Investments are diversified by:


country of origin;
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guarantor institution;



maturity; and



type of Trade Finance Investment.

The Investment Manager will also employ asset management policies and procedures that
focus on the close management of investment risk through the administration of all
transactions between purchase and maturity, and the continuous monitoring of both
primary and secondary trade finance markets.
Investment restrictions and guidelines for the Fund
The Investment Manager will invest the assets of the Fund, in accordance with its
Governing Instruments and the following guidelines and restrictions:
(a)

the Fund may raise Sharia’a compliant financing up to 25% of the Fund NAV
provided the terms of any such borrowing are approved by a simple majority of the
Directors and the Sharia’a Advisor;

(b)

no more than ten percent (10%) of the Targeted Fund Size may be invested in Trade
Finance Investments which have either individually or collectively outstanding
Trade Finance Investments that originate from any single unrated or sub-investment
grade rated obligor. In the case of investment grade obligors, no more than fifteen
(15%) of the Targeted Fund Size may be invested in Trade Finance Investments
which either individually or collectively originate from any single investment grade
rated obligor.

(c)

the Fund may, from time to time, purchase securities on the open market for
liquidity or cash management purposes, subject at all times to the investment
guidelines and investment restrictions contained herein, and subject at all times to
such activities being in compliance with the Sharia’a and being approved by the
Advisor.

Where any restriction is breached, the Investment Manager must ensure that immediate
corrective action is taken except where the breach is due to the appreciation or
depreciation of exposures, changes in the exchange rates, or by reason of the receipt of
rights, bonuses, or benefits in the nature of capital or by reason of any other action
affecting every holder of that investment. The Investment Manager must also have regard
to the investment restrictions when considering changes in any investment portfolio of the
Fund.
Prohibited Industries and Activities
The Fund is prohibited from accepting Trade Finance Investments where the Trade
Finance Investment is generated from the sale of goods and/or activities that are
prohibited by the Sharia’a (the "Prohibited Activities") as determined by the Sharia’a
Advisor.
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In general, the Prohibited Activities will include, but not be limited to, activities related
to: alcohol, pornography, movie theatre operations, tobacco, gaming, pork production,
packaging and processing or any other activity deemed to be offensive to the Sharia’a.
Specifically, in all matters regarding the Fund, Prohibited Activities shall be governed by
the instruction and rulings of the Sharia’a Advisor.
Trade Finance Investments
Channels used to originate Trade Finance Investments include an established network of
trading businesses, alternate finance partners, trade finance practitioners or leading
commodities dealers for commodities shipments that may have:




contracted purchase in advance of delivery;
collateralized prior/during delivery; and
liquidated at or within a short period of delivery.

Commodities purchases sourced through leading commodity dealers may have:





down payments extended in advance of a delivery cycle of Hard Commodities or
a growing cycle for Soft Commodities where the commodities dealer generally
has a portion of off-take from the supplier;
with purchase contracts covering single or multiple deliveries; or
where commodities dealers and suppliers have established business relationships
and an embedded business requirement of continuing to work together for the
long-term.

Trade Finance Investments may have specific security over the underlying goods or be
secured against other tangible assets. They may benefit from industry expertise and “on
the ground presence” of the global traders or trade finance professionals.
The Fund may engage a Documentation Agent and/or a Documentation Advisory Agent
who will, respectively, seek to ensure that any Trade Finance Investments, in the name of
which Trade Finance Investments are issued, are satisfactory prior to providing finance.
Financing
The Fund is authorised to raise Sharia’a compliant financing of up to 25% of the Fund
NAV for investments purposes, to meet liquidity requirements and redemption requests.
Cash Reserves
The Investment Manager may maintain a level of cash reserves that it deems appropriate.
Such cash reserves may be invested in a variety of Sharia’a compliant structures such as,
but not limited to sukuk, commodity murabaha and wakala deposits.
Currency Hedging
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The Fund may invest in Trade Finance Investments which are denominated in a currency
other than U. S. Dollars or currencies pegged to the U. S. Dollar. In order to attempt to
hedge the foreign currency exchange exposure of such Trade Finance Investments, the
Fund may enter into various Islamic substitutes for foreign currency exchange
transactions, including without limitation spot and Islamic substitutes for forward or
options contracts. There can be no guarantee that any attempts to hedge foreign currency
exchange exposure will be successful.
Limit on Withdrawals
The Directors have the right to limit the redemption of Shares if the timing of redemptions
would cause more than 10% of the Net Asset Value of the Fund to be redeemed on any
single Redemption Date. Directors may also limit redemption of Shares for lower amounts
if to do so would, in their opinion, be in the best interests of remaining Shareholders of the
Fund.
Sharia’a Process
The Investment Manager will ensure that the Fund’s investment strategy is compatible
with the guidelines and instructions issued by the Sharia’a advisor of Fund.
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IV.

MANAGEMENT

The Board of Directors
As of the date of this Memorandum, the Fund’s Board of Directors (the “Directors”)
consists of Eric Swats and Dadeech Jodha. Additional and replacement Directors may be
appointed by the Board of Directors from time to time or by any method permitted under
the Articles of the Fund.
Eric Swats. Mr. Swats, Senior Executive Officer, spent 17 years with Citigroup Asset
Management before joining Rasmala in 2003. At Citigroup London, he served as Head of
European Private Bank Asset Management and Senior Investment Officer of Private
Client global equity and balanced portfolios. He was a member of the Global Asset
Allocation Committee and Head of the European Regional Investment Committee.
During that period, he introduced quantitative methods for strategic and tactical asset and
market allocation as well as the use of hedge fund strategies in balanced portfolios. In
2000, Mr. Swats won the Standard and Poor’s Award for top performing asset allocation
defensive U.S. dollar sector mutual fund. Prior to working in London, he was a global
and European fixed income manager based in Zurich and a money market and short-term
fixed income portfolio manager based in New York. Mr. Swats holds a BA from Denison
University and an MBA in Finance from New York University. He is also a Chartered
Financial Analyst.
Dadeech Jodha, Mr Jodha joined Rasmala Investment Bank as the Head of Legal &
Regulatory in April, 2016. He has over a decade of financial services experience with
expertise in funds, trade finance and regulatory work. Mr Jodha has previously worked in
private practice and has also held lead legal and compliance roles in international
financial institutions. Mr Jodha has advised on a number of ground breaking deals, which
included establishing a first of its kind Shari’a compliant defense & technology PE fund
and the first ever Shari’a compliant Airbus aircraft leasing fund. Mr Jodha has a master’s
degree in International Business Laws from the University of Leeds and is specialized in
banking and financial transactions law.
Investment Manager
The Fund’s investment program is managed by Rasmala Investment Bank Ltd., pursuant
to an investment management agreement between the Fund and the Investment Manager
(the “Investment Management Agreement”).
The Investment Management Agreement provides that, in the absence of fraud, wilful
misconduct or gross negligence, the Investment Manager and its affiliates, and their
respective partners, members, managers, delegates, shareholders, officers, directors and
employees, will be indemnified, to the fullest extent permitted by law, against any loss or
liability incurred by any of them in performing their duties under the Investment
Management Agreement or otherwise in connection with the conduct of the business of
the Fund. In general, each party will have a right to terminate the Investment
Management Agreement upon a minimum of 30 days’ written notice, or at any time by
notice in writing if (a) either party shall be dissolved (except a voluntary liquidation for
the purpose of reconstruction or amalgamation upon terms previously approved in
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writing by the other party), or be unable to meet its obligations or commit any act of
bankruptcy or if a receiver is appointed over any of the assets of either party; or (b) either
party commits any material breach of its obligations under the Investment Management
Agreement and fails to remedy such breach within 30 days of receipt of notice from the
non-breaching party requiring it to do so. Two of the Directors are also directors of the
Investment Manager.
Administrator
Apex Fund Services Ltd. has been appointed the Administrator pursuant to the
Administration Agreement. The Administrator is part of the Apex Group, a global
provider of fund administration services with 32 offices across the globe, ISAE
3402/SSAE16 audited, independently owned with around $50Billion under
administration. Apex Group provides specialist fund administration, share registrar,
corporate secretarial services and directors to funds and collective investment schemes
globally. The Administrator will perform all general administrative tasks for the
Company, including the preparation of valuations, keeping of financial records and acting
as registrar and transfer agent. The Administrator shall receive an annual fee calculated
in accordance with its customary schedule of fees and is also entitled to be reimbursed for
all out of pocket expenses properly incurred in performing its duties as Administrator of
the Company.
Under the Administration Agreement, the Administrator will be responsible for, among
other things, maintaining the accounting records of the Fund; calculating the Net Asset
Value of the Fund; processing the subscriptions, redemptions, conversions and transfers
in relation to the Fund; assisting the Fund in performing all applicable anti-money
laundering/Shareholder identification checks; and performing various administrative,
registrar and transfer agency and other services in respect of the Fund more fully
described in the Administration Agreement. In calculating the Net Asset Value of the
Fund, the Administrator may rely, without further inquiry, investigation or verification,
upon information and communications received by the Administrator from any source,
including the Investment Manager, or any other person, firm or corporation whatsoever,
and the Administrator shall not (in the absence of fraud, gross negligence or wilful
default on the part of the Administrator) be liable for any loss suffered by the Fund, the
Investment Manager or any Shareholders by reason of any error in such calculations by
the Administrator resulting from any inaccuracy in any such information.
Under the Administration Agreement, the Administrator will not, in the absence of gross
negligence, willful default or fraud on the part of the Administrator, be liable to the
Company or to any investor for any act or omission, in the course of, or in connection
with providing services to the company or for any losses, claims, damages, liabilities and
expenses or damage which the Company may sustain or suffer as a result of, or in the
course of, the discharge by the Administrator or its duties pursuant to the Administration
Agreement.
Under the Administration Agreement, the Fund will indemnify the Administrator to the
fullest extent permitted by law against any and all judgments, fines, amounts paid in
settlement and reasonable expenses, including legal fees and disbursements (together with
any value added tax or similar tax imposed from time to time), incurred by the
Administrator, save where such actions, suits or proceedings are the result of fraud, wilful
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misconduct or gross negligence of the Administrator or any of its affiliate’s or any of their
directors', officers', employees', agents' or delegates' own proven fraud, gross negligence
or wilful default.
Neither the Administrator nor the officers, directors, members, employees or agents of the
Administrator are directly involved in the business affairs, organization, sponsorship or
management of the Fund nor will they be responsible for the preparation or issue of this
Memorandum other than in respect of the description of the Administrator and the
services it will provide.
The Administrator shall not be responsible for the monitoring of the investments made by
the Investment Manager or the Investment Manager’s compliance with the investment
policies and the investment restrictions contained in this Memorandum and/or other
Fund’s documents. The Administrator will not review or control the valuation of the
assets as may be held in the Fund’s account from time to time. The Administrator has no
decision-making discretion in relation to the Fund’s investments. The Administrator is a
service provider to the Fund and is not responsible for the preparation of this
Memorandum and therefore accepts no responsibility for the accuracy of any information
contained in this Memorandum.
In accordance with the terms of the Administration Agreement, the services of the
Administrator may be terminated by at least 90 days written notice from either the
Company or the Administrator (or such shorter notice period as the parties may agree to
accept) or earlier on the liquidation of either the Company or the Administrator.
Legal Counsel
Maples and Calder (Dubai) LLP acts as Cayman Islands legal counsel to the Fund. In
connection with the Fund's offering of Shares and subsequent advice to the Fund, Maples
and Calder (Dubai) LLP will not be representing Shareholders. No independent legal
counsel has been retained to represent the Shareholders. Maples and Calder (Dubai)
LLP's representation of the Fund is limited to specific matters as to which it has been
consulted by the Fund. There may exist other matters that could have a bearing on the
Fund as to which Maples and Calder (Dubai) LLP has not been consulted. In addition,
Maples and Calder (Dubai) LLP does not undertake to monitor compliance by the
Investment Manager and its affiliates with the investment program, valuation procedures
and other guidelines set forth herein, nor does Maples and Calder (Dubai) LLP monitor
on-going compliance with applicable laws. In connection with the preparation of this
Memorandum, Maples and Calder (Dubai) LLP's responsibility is limited to matters of
Cayman Islands law and it does not accept responsibility in relation to any other matters
referred to or disclosed in this Memorandum. In the course of advising the Fund, there
are times when the interests of Shareholders may differ from those of the Fund. Maples
and Calder (Dubai) LLP does not represent the Shareholders' interests in resolving these
issues. In reviewing this Memorandum, Maples and Calder has relied upon information
furnished to it by the Fund and has not investigated or verified the accuracy and
completeness of information set forth herein concerning the Fund.
Sharia’a Advisor
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The Fund will invest in a manner consistent with the principles of Islamic Sharia’a.
Cordoba Capital, a Sharia’a advisory firm with extensive experience in Islamic Sharia’a
will advise and guide the Fund in respect of the investment of the Fund’s assets, subject
always to the overall supervision of the Directors. The role of Cordoba Capital will
encompass all phases of the structuring and operation of the Fund. Cordoba Capital will
not have responsibility for the management of the Fund. The Sharia’a advisor to the Fund
is subject to change by the Directors.
Change of Functionaries
The Directors may change any of the Fund’s service providers, including the Fund’s
auditors, without the consent of the holders of Shares. In addition, the Directors may,
with the consent of a service provider, amend the remuneration that the Fund pays to that
service provider (and any other term of its service agreement). This may be necessary
from time to time to keep the remuneration that the Fund pays to its service providers in
line with prevailing market rates.
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V.

SUMMARY OF TERMS

The following sections summarise the terms governing an investment in a Share Class of
the Fund. A complete description of the terms of such investment is contained in the
Memorandum and Articles of Association of the Fund (the “Articles”) and the Material
Contracts, copies of which will be provided to potential investors upon request. If any of
the terms summarised herein are inconsistent with the terms of such documents, such
documents shall control.
The Fund
The Fund is a Cayman Islands exempted company incorporated pursuant to the
Companies Law with limited liability on 9 October 2013. The Fund commenced
operations on 31 October 2013.
Eligible Investors
No Share may be beneficially held by any U.S. Person. The Fund and the Administrator
reserve the right to request such information as is necessary to verify the identity of any
person submitting a completed subscription agreement for the Fund (a “Subscription
Agreement”). An individual may be required to produce, among other documents, a copy
of a passport and proof of residence or identification card certified by a notary public,
lawyer, bank manager or other professional advisor. In the case of corporate applicants,
they may be required to produce, among other documents, a certified copy of the
certificate of incorporation (and any change of name), and the identity of directors,
shareholders along with the audited financial statements. A trustee, agent, representative
or nominee may be required to provide verification of the beneficial owners of any
Shares subscribed. Pending the provision of evidence satisfactory to the Fund and the
Administrator as to identity, the evidence of title in respect of Shares may be retained in
the sole and absolute discretion of the Fund or the Administrator. If within a reasonable
period of time following a request for verification of identity, the Fund and/or the
Administrator has not received evidence satisfactory to it as aforesaid, either the Fund or
the Administrator may, at its sole and absolute discretion, refuse to allot the Shares
applied for, in which event subscription monies may be returned without profit to the
account from which such monies were originally sent. The payment of redemption
proceeds to a Shareholder holding an account at an institution which is not a qualified
financial institution and for which the identity has not yet been adequately established,
may only be made upon receipt of all appropriate identity documents. The Fund or the
Administrator may reject subscriptions if the remitting bank or financial institution is
unknown to the Fund or the Administrator or for any other reason at their sole and
absolute discretion.
The Shares are available for subscription only to those persons who meet the criteria of
being classified as a Professional Clients in accordance with the DFSA rules. Prospective
investors will be asked to provide evidence to show that they meet such criteria. At no
point shall the fund allow subscriptions to more than a hundred distinct investors.
Subscriptions
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Shares will be available for subscription on the first Business Day of each month (or at
such other times as the Directors and/or the Investment Manager may direct the
Administrator in writing), each a “Subscription Date”.
Subscriptions, expressed as an amount, shall be made initially by a Subscriber sending a
completed Subscription Agreement to the Fund, or other such form as Directors may
determine, specifying the Share Class subscribed for. The Fund, however, may or may
not accept the Subscription Agreement. In case the Fund does not accept the Subscription
Agreement, it shall return the subscription monies to the subscriber within five (5)
Business Days of rejection of the Subscription Agreement by the Fund.
Shares will be issued at the Subscription Price for the Shares (based on such Shares’
NAV as of the relevant Valuation Point (as defined herein), subject to certain
adjustments).
For Distribution Share Class - Ordinary and Distribution Share Class - CBD Al Dana
Trade Finance Fund, an investor may also be required to pay an additional amount as an
Equalisation Credit.
In order to apply initially for Shares, a properly completed Subscription Agreement (via
email or fax) together with cleared funds and any requisite documentation must be
received by the Administrator by 5:00 p.m. (Dubai time) no later than two (2) Business
Days prior to the relevant Valuation Point (“Subscription Date Notice”). Payment should
be made by inter-bank transfer to the account(s) detailed in the Subscription Agreement.
Each subscriber will be required initially to invest a minimum of $100,000, provided
however that an investor from UAE shall invest a minimum of $ 150,000 and those from
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia shall invest a minimum of $ 300,000. Subscriptions for
additional Shares for each Share Class may not be less than the Minimum Subsequent
Subscription Amounts mentioned in the table contained in Part II “Executive Summary”,
although the Investment Manager and/or the Directors may accept subscriptions of a
lesser amount in their absolute discretion.
Shares may be issued in fractions up to six (6) decimal places.
The Administrator, the Investment Manager and/or the Directors reserves the right to
reject subscriptions in whole or in part, in which event subscription payments are
refunded at the applicant's risk, without profit. A Subscription Agreement will (save as
determined by the Directors) be irrevocable. The Fund may utilise subscription amounts
received from investors prior to the allotment of Shares to such investors. In such event,
the investor in question becomes an unsecured creditor of the Fund until the respective
Shares are allotted. The Directors may at their sole and absolute discretion accept
subscriptions received after the stated time or require a completed Subscription
Agreement and/or cleared funds at an earlier or later time or date.
Redemptions
Each Shareholder is generally permitted to make complete or partial redemptions, either
by amount or number of shares, of its Shares on the first Business Day of the month (or at
such other times as the Directors and/or the Investment Manager may direct the
Administrator in writing), each a “Redemption Date” at the relevant redemption price of
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such Shares (based on their NAV as of the relevant Valuation Point, subject to certain
adjustments and/or restrictions as described below) determined in accordance with the
Articles (the “Redemption Price”). Full redemptions (100% of the amount held) should
always be expressed by number of Shares. A redeeming Shareholder of Distribution
Share Class - Ordinary and Distribution Share Class - CBD Al Dana Trade Finance Fund
will receive additional redemption proceeds if an Equalisation Credit paid at the time of
subscription has not been fully applied. Alternatively, a Shareholder may receive a lower
redemption amount if an Equalisation Deficit at the time of subscription has not been
fully applied.
With respect to any compulsory redemption, written notice must be given to the affected
Shareholder on or before the Business Day that is at least fourteen (14) calendar days
prior to the proposed compulsory Redemption Date. Investors should note that the
previous paragraph is subject always to the discretion of the Directors and is monitored
by the Investment Manager.
Requests for redemption must be received by the Administrator before 5.00pm Dubai
time on the Redemption Notice Date being at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the
relevant Valuation Point. At the Investment Manager’s and/or the Directors’ absolute
discretion, redemption requests received by the Administrators after the Redemption
Notice Date may be accepted, rejected or held over and processed as of the close of
business on the next Redemption Date.
All redemption requests must be made pursuant to a properly completed and approved
redemption form and must clearly identify the number of Shares, relevant class or amount
to be redeemed and the redeeming Shareholder.
Redemption proceeds are paid out in the currency that the subscription was made,
normally within ten (10) Business Days of the calculation of the relevant Net Asset Value
by the Administrator (subject to the discretion of the Directors). Subject to the discretion
of the Directors, in kind redemptions may also be made and the Directors will endeavour
to ensure that such redemptions will not materially prejudice the interests of the
remaining Shareholders in the Fund.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Fund may delay, limit, suspend or extend any such
payment or the calculation of the Redemption Price if such delay is reasonably necessary
to prevent such redemption from having a material adverse impact on the Fund or any
Shareholder.
All redemption proceeds are paid directly to the relevant Shareholder. Payments to third
parties are not permitted. The Fund may deduct from the redemption proceeds an amount
representing the actual or estimated expenses associated with processing the redemption.
In addition, the Directors may delay, limit, suspend or extend the redemption of Shares if
such redemptions would cause, in aggregate, more than 10% of the Net Asset Value of the
Fund to be redeemed on any Redemption Date (the “Redemption Limitation”). If the
Redemption Limitation is imposed, each Shareholder who has submitted a timely and
properly completed redemption request will receive a pro rata portion of such requested
redemption. Redemption of Shares in excess of each affected redeeming Shareholder’s
pro rata portion shall be automatically carried forward to the next Redemption Date.
Redemptions carried forward shall be treated equally with all other redemptions (except
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for compulsory redemptions which have priority) regardless of whether a redemption was
tendered for the current Redemption Date or for a previous Redemption Date, subject
always to the Redemption Limitation.
Notwithstanding the Redemption Limitation, the Directors may delay, limit, suspend or
extend the redemption of Shares in whole or in part if they determine at their sole and
absolute discretion that such action is warranted by certain extraordinary circumstances.
Such extraordinary circumstances may include, but are not limited to, any of the
following circumstances, thereby prompting a suspension of issuance and redemption of
Shares, the calculation of Net Asset Value and/or the right of Shareholders to receive
redemption payments:
(a)

if any such redemption or issuance would result in a violation by the Fund of the
laws of any relevant jurisdiction or the rules of any self-regulatory organisation
applicable to the Fund;

(b)

when any securities exchange or organised inter-dealer market on which a
significant portion of the Fund’s assets are regularly traded or quoted is closed
(other than for holidays) or trading thereon has been suspended or restricted;

(c)

if it is not reasonably practicable to make an accurate and timely determination of
the Net Asset Value of the Fund for any reason;

(d)

if any event has occurred which calls for the termination of the Fund;

(e)

if the Shareholders or Directors have adopted a resolution for the dissolution of
the Fund, pending a distribution of those assets; or

(f)

if it is determined in the sole discretion of the Directors to be in the best interests
of the Fund.

Notice of any suspension of the calculation of the Net Asset Value or redemption of
Shares will be given to any Shareholder who has submitted an approved redemption
request and to whom full payment of the redemption proceeds has not yet been remitted.
If a redemption request is not rescinded by a Shareholder following notification of a
suspension the redemption will be effected as of the next Redemption Date after the
suspension is lifted, on the basis of the Redemption Price at such time, subject always to
the Redemption Limitation. All reasonable steps will be taken to bring to an end any
period of suspension as soon as possible.
The Directors reserve the right to compel the redemption of all or a portion of a
Shareholder’s Shares with a minimum of fourteen (14) days’ prior written notice.
Notwithstanding the above, the Directors reserve the right to compel the redemption of
all or a portion of a Shareholder’s Shares with a minimum of five (5) days’ prior written
notice if it comes to the notice of the Directors that the Shares are held by a member of
the public in the Cayman Islands or a United States Person or the Directors determine at
their sole and absolute discretion that such Shareholder’s continued participation in the
Fund may cause any legal, regulatory, taxation, pecuniary or material administrative
disadvantage to the Fund or their respective Shareholders as a whole. The Directors
reserve the right to compel the redemption of a Shareholder’s holding in the Fund if such
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Shareholder’s holding has an aggregate Net Asset Value of less than $100,000 as at any
Valuation Point. Settlements of compulsory redemptions are made in the same manner as
voluntary redemptions.
No escrow account is used in processing redemptions and no profit is payable on the
redemption proceeds.
Any Shares that are redeemed will be cancelled, but will be available subsequently to be
re-issued by the Fund to the same or different investors.
The Directors may, at their sole and absolute discretion, fully or partially waive, reduce
or alter any of the redemption provisions set forth above in relation to any particular
Shareholder.
Dividends
The Directors may declare dividends or other distributions on Shares in issue and
authorise payment of any dividends or other distributions out of the funds of the Fund
lawfully available. Any such dividends or distributions on Shares will be declared and
will be paid semi-annually based upon the 31st December and 30th June Net Asset Value.
All unclaimed dividends will be used for the benefit of, and be at risk in the Fund until
such time as they are claimed by the relevant Shareholder.
Dividends will be paid to each Shareholder into that Shareholder’s bank account as
communicated to the Administrator, the Investment Manager or the Directors.
Transfers
Shares may not be transferred, sold, assigned, conveyed or disposed of by a Shareholder
without the prior written consent of the Directors. The Directors may decline to register a
transfer of Shares at their absolute discretion where such a transfer may result in
regulatory, pecuniary, legal, taxation or material administrative disadvantage for the Fund
or its Shareholders as a whole. In any event, the Directors may decline to register any
transfer of Shares if as a result of such transfer the transferor or transferee would hold
Shares having an aggregate Net Asset Value of less than $100,000 in the Fund. The
Directors at their sole discretion may require information regarding any transferee or
assignee of any Shareholder in the Fund, and requires such transferee or assignee to
complete a Subscription Agreement and any documentation required in relation to antimoney laundering. No proposed transfer is recognised until the documents relating to
such transfer, including without limitation a Subscription Agreement and supporting
documentation completed by the transferee or assignee, have been approved by the
Directors and all anti-money laundering and know your client checks have been carried
out to the satisfaction of the Investment Manager and the Directors.
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Procedure for submission of Subscriptions, Redemptions and Transfers
The following forms of communication are acceptable to the Fund for submitting
subscription, redemption, transfer or other instructions (such as change of address) to the
Administrator:
Facsimile Transmission

On facsimile number at +971 4 428 9220; OR

Email Transmission

Via email (provided that it contains a scanned copy of the
relevant
duly
signed
document)
to
rasmala@apexfunddubai.ae; and

Mail

Mailing the original via courier to Directors at:

Rasmala Trade Finance Fund
C/o Apex Fund Services, (Dubai) Ltd
Gate Village 5,
Level 1
Dubai International Financial Centre
PO Box 506534
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Notwithstanding the method of communication, the Fund, Directors and/or the
Administrator may require the production of original documents or other information to
authenticate the communication (without having the obligation to do so). In the case of
mis-receipt or corruption of any message, the subscriber is required to re-send the
documents. The subscriber must use the form document provided by the Fund in respect
of subscriptions and redemptions unless such condition is waived by the Fund and/or the
Directors.
In the event that no acknowledgement is received from the Administrator within ten (10)
Business Days of submission of the Subscription Offer or five (5) Business Days of
submission of the Redemption Request, the subscriber should contact the Administrator
at rasmala@apexfunddubai.ae to confirm receipt by the Administrator of the Subscription
Offer or Redemption Request.
The Administrator will process subscription and redemption requests which are received
by mail, facsimile or email.. Neither the Fund nor the Administrator are responsible for
any failed delivery or non-receipt of any facsimile or email if they have not
acknowledged receipt of the original document, facsimile or email. Original documents,
facsimiles or emails sent to the Fund or the Directors shall only be effective when
actually acknowledged by the Fund or the Directors. In the event that no
acknowledgement is received from the Administrator within five (5) days of submission
of the request, the subscriber should contact the Administrator at
Rasmala@apexfunddubai.com. Any shareholder also agrees that the foregoing also
applies to any subscription request made using a short form Subscription Offer.
Subsequent subscriptions may be made using the short form subscription offer.
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Net Asset Valuations
The Net Asset Value of the Fund at any date is the total net assets of the Fund. The net
asset valuations of the Fund are determined and calculated by the Administrator as of the
last Business Day of each month, or such other days as may from time to time be
determined by the Directors at their sole and absolute discretion (each, a “Valuation
Point”), using international financial reporting standards as a basis. To the extent
feasible, liabilities are accrued as of each Valuation Point. Shares, units, limited partner
interests, limited liability company interests and other interests in the Fund’s accounts
(“Accounts’’) are generally valued at the final, if available, or most recent estimated net
asset value supplied by each Account or its appointed administrator. In the event that
such a net asset value is not available, the Administrator may use an estimate of such net
asset value in the calculation of the Net Asset Value. In addition, any applicable
redemption or withdrawal charges that are customarily imposed by or on behalf of the
Account or its manager or administrator may also be taken into account.
Where the Fund has invested in financial instruments, these are valued by the
Administrator utilising a method approved by the Directors as reasonable and
appropriate. The Directors may consult with third parties in determining the value of any
assets. In circumstances where Directors determine that a price of any asset may not
represent fair value, the Directors may (but are not required to) obtain independent
appraisals at the expense of the Fund and/or consult with third parties. In the absence of
bad faith or manifest error, the asset valuations which are in line with policies agreed by
Directors of the Fund are conclusive and binding on all Shareholders and all parties
claiming through or under them. Except as otherwise determined by the Directors, at their
sole and absolute discretion, investment transactions are accounted for on the trade date.
In an event where Directors have instructed that a price different from that provided by
the Administrator or independent third-party be applied to the Fund’s Net Asset Value,
Directors will notify the investors as soon as reasonably practicable. For the avoidance of
doubt, notification is not required where amortised pricing of ancillary liquid instruments
might be held from time to time by the Fund.
Generally, Accounts are maintained in U. S. Dollars and except as otherwise determined
by the Directors at their sole and absolute discretion: (a) assets and liabilities
denominated in currencies other than U. S. Dollars are translated at the prevailing rates of
exchange (and exchange adjustments are recorded in the results of operations); and (b)
investment and trading transactions and income and expenses are translated at the rates of
exchange in effect at the time of each transaction.
In calculating the Net Asset Value, there are deductions from the total asset value of the
Fund for all accrued obligations and liabilities relating to such assets, including without
limitation: (a) Management Fees earned but not yet paid; (b) any allowance for estimated
annual audit, legal and other fees, costs and expenses; (c) costs and expenses of the
Custodian and any sub-custodians (if any) as well as brokerage and transaction fees and
expenses; (d) investments contracted to be sold; (e) the gross acquisition consideration of
investments or other property contracted to be purchased by the Fund; (f) reserves
authorised or approved by the Directors for duties and charges or taxes or contingencies
(accrued where appropriate); (g) the aggregate amount of all financings and profit,
commitment fees and other charges arising in connection therewith (accrued where
appropriate); (h) losses from any foreign currency exchange or other transactions; and (i)
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other liabilities of the Fund on behalf of the Fund of whatever nature (which are, where
appropriate, deemed to accrue) including without limitation outstanding payments on any
Shares previously redeemed and, as from the record date in respect thereof, any dividends
declared and not paid (contingent liabilities (if any) being valued in such manner as the
Directors may determine at their sole and absolute discretion from time to time or in any
particular case).
Prospective investors should be aware that uncertainties may arise as to the valuation of
the net assets of the Fund. If the judgments of the managers or administrators of the
Accounts regarding appropriate valuations of their assets should prove incorrect, the Net
Asset Value of the Fund may be materially and adversely affected. Excluding bad faith
or manifest error, the Net Asset Value determinations of the Directors are conclusive and
binding on the Shareholders.
In determining the Net Asset Value of the Fund, the Administrator will follow the
valuation policies and procedures adopted by the Fund as set out above. For the purpose
of calculating the Net Asset Value of the Fund, the Administrator relies on, and is not
responsible for, the accuracy of financial data furnished to it by the Investment Manager.
The Administrator may also use and rely on industry standard financial models in pricing
any of the Fund’s Trade Finance Investments or other assets. If and to the extent that the
Investment Manager is responsible for or otherwise involved in the pricing of any of the
Fund’s Trade Finance Investments or other assets, the Administrator may accept, use and
rely on such prices in determining the Net Asset Value of the Fund and is not liable to the
Fund, any investor in the Fund, the Investment Manager or any other person in so doing.
Reserves
Appropriate reserves may be accrued and charged against net assets and proportionately
against the Fund, as applicable, for contingent liabilities, such reserves to be in amounts
(subject to increase or reduction) that the Directors in their sole and absolute discretion
deem necessary or appropriate.
Duty of Care; Indemnification
None of the Directors, the Administrator or the Investment Manager are liable to the
Fund or its Shareholders for any loss or damage occasioned by any acts or omissions in
the performance of its services on behalf of the Fund, subject to certain limitations. In
addition, the Directors, the Administrator, the Investment Manager and their related
persons will be indemnified by the Fund (but not by the Shareholders individually)
against any liabilities arising in connection with the performance of their services on
behalf of the Fund, subject to certain limitations. Investors are referred to the Material
Contracts and the Articles for further information.
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VI.

FEES AND EXPENSES
GENERAL

Other Fees and Expenses
The Fund incurs the fees, costs and expenses associated with its establishment (including
without limitation legal fees, accounting fees and disbursements, filing fees and
disbursements, printing costs, travel and out-of-pocket expenses). Such establishment
expenses amounted to less than $25,000. In order to allocate establishment expenses
equitably among Shareholders, such expenses will be amortised over a 60-month period,
provided that a redeeming Shareholder may be charged the pro rata amount of any
establishment expenses that remain unamortized at the time of redemption. To this
extent, the Fund’s accounting practices will not comply with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS), which requires that establishment expenses be amortised
within the first 12 months from commencement of operations. The Directors have
determined that to comply with IFRS in this regard could impose an unfair and
inequitable burden upon the initial investors into the Fund, to their disadvantage and to
the advantage of subsequent investors and this may result in an audit qualification.
The Fund bears the fees, costs and expenses directly related to investments or prospective
investments (whether or not consummated) of the Fund, including without limitation
brokerage commissions, transaction charges, any withholding or transfer taxes, financing
costs and all expenses incurred in connection with locating, evaluating and implementing
potential investments including without limitation travel and other research related
expenses. The Fund also bears the fees, costs and expenses of the administration of the
Fund, including without limitation accounting, audit, administration and legal expenses,
regulatory and Share listing fees and expenses, fees and expenses of the Directors, costs
of directors and officers and other insurance, costs of any litigation or investigation
involving the activities of the Fund and costs and expenses associated with reporting and
providing information to existing and prospective Shareholders. The Investment Manager
may, at its sole and absolute discretion, choose to absorb any such fees, costs and
expenses incurred on behalf of the Fund.
The Fund will reimburse the Investment Manager for all costs and expenses incurred by
the Investment Manager in connection with the management of the Fund’s investment
program including, without limitation: legal, compliance, audit and accounting expenses
(including third party accounting services); organisational expenses; investment and
trading expenses such as commissions; Directors’ and Sharia’a Advisor’s fees and
expenses; company secretarial expenses; and any other expenses related to the purchase,
sale or transmittal of the Fund’s assets.
The Fund does not have its own separate employees or office. The Investment Manager
is responsible for its own general operating and overhead costs (not including Fund
accounting or administrative functions) but may recharge certain expenses or seek to
invoice the Fund from time to time with the consent of the Fund Directors.
The Administrator
The Administrator is entitled to receive such fees from the Fund at normal commercial
rates as may be negotiated and agreed from time to time.
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Inspection of Documents
The Memorandum and Articles of Association of the Fund, its Certificate of
Incorporation and any amendments thereto, and the material contracts that have been
entered into by the Fund can be inspected by bona fide potential subscribers free of
charge at, or purchased from, the Company’s offices or those of the Investment Manager.
DISTRIBUTION SHARE CLASS - ORDINARY
Management Fees
The Investment Manager will be entitled to receive Management Fees at an annual rate of
1.00% of the NAV of all Shares belonging to the ‘Distribution Share Class – Ordinary’
Share Class, calculated monthly and payable quarterly in arrears. Management Fees are
payable to the Investment Manager after the end of each quarter and as of any
Redemption Date occurring prior to the end of any quarter. The Management Fees
payable with respect to any Shares redeemed prior to the end of a quarter are determined
solely by reference to such Shares and are payable to the Investment Manager on or after
the Redemption Date.
Placement Fee
Shares belonging to the ‘Distribution Share Class – Ordinary’ Share Class may be subject
to a placement fee of up to 3.0% of the value of any subscription, which may be charged
by authorised dealers, placement agents or independent third parties and may be applied,
in whole or in part, at the discretion of the directors.
Any applicable Placement Fee, typically paid to the Investment Manager when charged,
will be deducted from the investor’s subscription amount and will not be treated as part
of the Share purchase price. The Investment Manager may elect to use, and may
compensate, placement agents or others for introducing investors to the Fund. The
Placement Fee shall apply to all initial subscriptions and any subsequent subscriptions.
Performance Fee
For Shares belonging to the ‘Distribution Share Class – Ordinary’ Share Class, the Fund
shall pay the Investment Manager, for each calendar quarter, a Performance Fee
calculated on each Valuation Point as 20% of the total increase of the valuation of the
Fund compared to the High Water Mark (Adjusted), that is above the prevalent 3-month
LIBOR (at the start of the quarter) + 3.5% per annum (“Performance Benchmark”). The
Performance Fee will be calculated on a monthly basis but will be only payable to the
Investment Manager on a quarterly basis subject to the High Water Mark and the
Performance Benchmark being achieved for the relevant quarter. If the performance fee is
not crystalized during the quarter, then the absolute value of the Performance Benchmark
will be carried forward to next quarter. The absolute value of the Performance Benchmark
will accumulate until crystallization of the Performance Fee.
Structuring Fee
For Shares belonging to the ‘Distribution Share Class – Ordinary’ Share Class, where
charged to an obligor by the Fund, the Investment Manager is entitled to a Structuring
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Fee, where applicable, of up to 1.5% of the acquisition value of the trade finance
obligation entered into with an obligor.
DISTRIBUTION SHARE CLASS - CBD AL DANA TRADE FINANCE FUND
(RESERVED FOR COMMERCIAL BANK OF DUBAI)
Management Fees
The Investment Manager will be entitled to receive Management Fees at an annual rate of
1.00% of the NAV of all Shares belonging to the ‘Distribution Share Class – CBD Al
Dana Trade Finance Fund’ Share Class, calculated monthly and payable quarterly in
arrears. Management Fees are payable to the Investment Manager after the end of each
quarter and as of any Redemption Date occurring prior to the end of any quarter. The
Management Fees payable with respect to any Shares redeemed prior to the end of a
quarter are determined solely by reference to such Shares and are payable to the
Investment Manager on or after the Redemption Date.
Placement Fee
Shares belonging to the ‘Distribution Share Class – CBD Al Dana Trade Finance Fund’
Share Class may be subject to a placement fee of up to 3.0% of the value of any
subscription, which may be charged by authorised dealers, placement agents or
independent third parties and may be applied, in whole or in part, at the discretion of the
directors.
Any applicable Placement Fee, typically paid to the Investment Manager when charged,
will be deducted from the investor’s subscription amount and will not be treated as part
of the Share purchase price. The Investment Manager may elect to use, and may
compensate, placement agents or others for introducing investors to the Fund. The
Placement Fee shall apply to all initial subscriptions and any subsequent subscriptions.
Performance Fee
For Shares belonging to the ‘Distribution Share Class – CBD Al Dana Trade Finance
Fund’ Share Class, the Fund shall pay the Investment Manager, for each calendar quarter,
a Performance Fee calculated on each Valuation Point as 20% of the total increase of the
valuation of the Fund compared to the High Water Mark (Adjusted), that is above the
prevalent 3-month LIBOR (at the start of the quarter) + 3.5% per annum (“Performance
Benchmark”). The Performance Fee will be calculated on a monthly basis but will be
only payable to the Investment Manager on a quarterly basis subject to the High Water
Mark and the Performance Benchmark being achieved for the relevant quarter. If the
performance fee is not crystalized during the quarter, then the absolute value of the
Performance Benchmark will be carried forward to next quarter. The absolute value of the
Performance Benchmark will accumulate until crystallization of the Performance Fee.
Structuring Fee
For Shares belonging to the ‘Distribution Share Class – CBD Al Dana Trade Finance
Fund’ Share Class, where charged to an obligor by the Fund, the Investment Manager is
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entitled to a Structuring Fee, where applicable, of up to 1.5% of the acquisition value of
the trade finance obligation entered into with an obligor.
‘CLASS A ACC’ AND ‘CLASS A INC’
Management Fees
The Investment Manager will be entitled to receive Management Fees (“Management
Fees”) at an annual rate of 1.50% of the NAV of all Shares belonging to the ‘Class A
ACC’ and ‘Class A INC’ Share Classes, calculated monthly and payable quarterly in
arrears. Management Fees are payable to the Investment Manager after the end of each
quarter and as of any Redemption Date occurring prior to the end of any quarter. The
Management Fees payable with respect to any Shares redeemed prior to the end of a
quarter are determined solely by reference to such Shares and are payable to the
Investment Manager on or after the Redemption Date.
Placement Fee
Shares belonging to the ‘Class A ACC’ and ‘Class A INC’ Share Classes may be subject
to a placement fee of up to 3.0% of the value of any subscription, which may be charged
by authorised dealers, placement agents or independent third parties and may be applied,
in whole or in part, at the discretion of the directors.
Any applicable Placement Fee, typically paid to the Investment Manager when charged,
will be deducted from the investor’s subscription amount and will not be treated as part
of the Share purchase price. The Investment Manager may elect to use, and may
compensate, placement agents or others for introducing investors to the Fund. The
Placement Fee shall apply to all initial subscriptions and any subsequent subscriptions.
Structuring Fee
For Shares belonging to the ‘Class A ACC’ and ‘Class A INC’ Share Classes Share Class,
where charged to an obligor by the Fund, the Investment Manager is entitled to a
Structuring Fee, where applicable, of up to 1.5% of the acquisition value of the trade
finance obligation entered into with an obligor.
‘CLASS S ACC’ AND ‘CLASS S INC’
Management Fees
The Investment Manager will be entitled to receive Management Fees at an annual rate of
1.50% of the NAV of all Shares belonging to the ‘CLASS S ACC’ AND ‘CLASS S INC’
Share Classes, calculated monthly and payable quarterly in arrears. Management Fees
are payable to the Investment Manager after the end of each quarter and as of any
Redemption Date occurring prior to the end of any quarter. The Management Fees
payable with respect to any Shares redeemed prior to the end of a quarter are determined
solely by reference to such Shares and are payable to the Investment Manager on or after
the Redemption Date.
Deferred Sales Fee
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In respect of Shares belonging to the ‘CLASS S ACC’ AND ‘CLASS S INC’ Share
Classes, there is no Placement Fee and investors will receive an allotment of Shares
equivalent to 100% of their subscription amount. A Deferred Sales Fee, amounting to
2.0% of the value of any subscription will be payable by the Fund to the Investment
Manager for its absolute use and benefit in full following the subscription confirmation
and amortised back to the Fund on each Valuation Day for the first two years from the
date of subscription. The Deferred Sales Fee will therefore be reflected in the NAV of the
Share Classes. The Deferred Sales Fee shall apply to all initial subscriptions and any
subsequent subscriptions.
Exit Fees
In respect of Shares belonging to the ‘CLASS S ACC’ AND ‘CLASS S INC’ Share
Classes, Directors have determined that the following exit fees shall apply:



Redemption within 12 months: 2.00% of the redemption amount
Redemption after 12 months but before 24 months: 1% of the redemption amount

All Exit Fees will be retained solely for the benefit of remaining Shareholders of the
Fund.
Structuring Fee
For Shares belonging to the ‘CLASS S ACC’ AND ‘CLASS S INC’ Share Classes, where
charged to an obligor by the Fund, the Investment Manager is entitled to a Structuring
Fee, where applicable, of up to 1.5% of the acquisition value of the trade finance
obligation entered into with an obligor.
‘CLASS L ACC’ AND ‘CLASS L INC’
Management Fees
The Investment Manager will be entitled to receive Management Fees at an annual rate of
1.50% of the NAV of all Shares belonging to the ‘CLASS L ACC’ AND ‘CLASS L INC’
Share Classes, calculated monthly and payable quarterly in arrears. Management Fees
are payable to the Investment Manager after the end of each quarter and as of any
Redemption Date occurring prior to the end of any quarter. The Management Fees
payable with respect to any Shares redeemed prior to the end of a quarter are determined
solely by reference to such Shares and are payable to the Investment Manager on or after
the Redemption Date.
Deferred Sales Fee
In respect of Shares belonging to the ‘CLASS L ACC’ AND ‘CLASS L INC’ Share
Classes, there is no Placement Fee and investors will receive an allotment of Shares
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equivalent to 100% of their subscription amount. A Deferred Sales Fee, amounting to
5.0% of the value of any subscription will be payable by the Fund to the Investment
Manager for its absolute use and benefit in full following the subscription confirmation
and amortised back to the Fund on each Valuation Day for the first five years from the
date of subscription. The Deferred Sales Fee will therefore be reflected in the NAV of the
Share Classes. The Deferred Sales Fee shall apply to all initial subscriptions and any
subsequent subscriptions.
Exit Fees
In respect of Shares belonging to the ‘CLASS L ACC’ AND ‘CLASS L INC’ Share
Classes, Directors have determined that the following exit fees shall apply:






Redemption within 12 months: 5.00% of the redemption amount
Redemption after 12 months but before 24 months: 4% of the redemption amount
Redemption after 24 months but before 36 months: 3% of the redemption amount
Redemption after 36 months but before 48 months: 2% of the redemption amount
Redemption after 48 months but before 60 months: 1% of the redemption amount

All Exit Fees will be retained solely for the benefit of remaining Shareholders of the
Fund.
Structuring Fee
For Shares belonging to the ‘CLASS L ACC’ AND ‘CLASS L INC’ Share Classes, where
charged to an obligor by the Fund, the Investment Manager is entitled to a Structuring
Fee, where applicable, of up to 1.5% of the acquisition value of the trade finance
obligation entered into with an obligor.
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VII.

RISK FACTORS AND POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS

Existing and potential investors should be aware that there are risks associated with an
investment in the Fund. These risks include, but are not limited to, the risks outlined
below. It cannot be guaranteed that Shareholders will realise a profit on their investment.
Furthermore, Shareholders may experience a partial or full loss of their investment.
Potential investors should review this Memorandum carefully and in its entirety and
consult with their professional advisors before making an offer for Shares.
Investment Fund Risks
Assets may not be Diversified. The Investment Manager has broad discretion over the
Fund’s investment programme and may choose to allocate substantial portions of the
Fund’s assets to a particular Trade Finance Investment or Investment Vehicle. It is the
intention of the Investment Manager to allocate the capital of the Fund in a manner that
will provide for diversification among Trade Finance Investments. In instances where the
Investment Manager allocates capital to an Investment Vehicle, there can be no assurance
that the managers of selected Investment Vehicles will not take substantial positions in
the same security at the same time. Such an occurrence may tend to result in more rapid
changes in the Fund’s portfolio, upward or downward, than would be the case with
greater diversification, with the result that a loss in any such position could have a
material adverse impact on the Fund. Such managers may also make similar market
timing decisions and asset allocation decisions between Trade Finance Investments, cash
equivalents and other assets or some combination of these and other strategies.
Business Dependent Upon Key Individuals. The success of the Fund is significantly
dependent upon the expertise of the Investment Manager’s and the Investment Advisor’s
principals. The loss of the services of any of these individuals could have a material
adverse effect on the Fund’s operations. The principals will devote such time and effort as
they deem necessary for the management and administration of the Fund’s business,
However, the principals will continue to manage and advise other investment funds and
accounts and engage in various other business activities in addition to managing the Fund
and consequently, they will not devote all of their time to the Fund’s business.
Other Clients of Underlying Managers. Managers of Investment Vehicles will have
exclusive responsibility for making trading decisions on behalf of their respective
investment portfolios. The managers of Investment Vehicles will have various levels of
experience. Additionally, such managers may also manage other Investment Vehicles
(including without limitation other investment funds and accounts in which the manager
may have an interest) which could increase the level of competition for the same trades
the Investment Vehicles might otherwise make, including without limitation the priorities
of order entry. This could make it difficult or impossible to take or liquidate a position in
a particular security at a price indicated by a Vehicle’s strategy.
Lack of Publicly Available Information Regarding Investment Vehicles. Although the
Investment Manager at times seeks to invest in Investment Vehicles with a high degree of
operational transparency, it is possible that, owing to proprietary confidentiality and the
unregulated status of many such Vehicles, only a relatively small amount of publicly
available information about Investment Vehicles will be available to the Investment
Manager in managing and assessing the Fund’s investments. There is no guarantee that
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the Investment Manager will be able to obtain sufficient information about the
Investment Vehicles themselves to manage the Fund’s investments effectively.
Valuation of Accounts. The method by which the Fund calculates its Net Asset Value
contemplates the Administrator valuing the Fund’s holdings of Accounts. The
Administrator may consult with the Investment Manager with respect to the valuations of
the investments. In valuing those holdings, the Administrator will need to rely on
financial information contained in the Accounts or provided by any appointed
administrator of the respective Accounts and will not make independent valuation
judgments. The valuations may be provided by the manager of an Investment Vehicle
based on the unaudited financial records of the Investment Vehicle, and, therefore, may
be subject to adjustment (upward and downward) upon completion of the audit of such
Account’s financial records. In the event an Investment Vehicle has a subsequent
adjustment to its values the Fund will not adjust the redemption proceeds that have
already been determined with respect to redeeming Fund investors. Any adjustment to the
value of the Account will therefore be the risk of investors remaining in the Fund.
Possibility of Misappropriation of Assets. When the Fund invests in an Investment
Vehicle, the Fund does not have custody of the assets so invested. Therefore, there is
always the risk that the personnel of that Account could misappropriate the Trade Finance
Investments or funds (or both) of the Fund.
Regulatory Change. The laws and regulations affecting businesses continue to evolve in
an unpredictable manner. Laws and regulations, particularly those involving taxation,
investment and trade, applicable to the Fund’s activities can change quickly and
unpredictably, and may at any time be amended, modified, repealed or replaced in a
manner averse to the interests of the Fund. The Fund or Investment Vehicles and the
enterprises in which they invest may be or may become subject to unduly burdensome
and restrictive regulation.
Investment and Trading Risks
Many of the following risk factors are applicable to the Fund and Investment Vehicles in
which the Fund may invest; therefore, any reference to the “Fund” in the following
section includes the Investment Vehicles.
General. Substantial risks are involved in investing in the various Trade Finance
Investments and instruments the Fund intends to purchase and sell. Prices may be
influenced by, among other factors: (a) changing supply and demand relationships; (b)
domestic and foreign policies of governments, particularly policies to do with trade or
with fiscal and monetary matters; (c) political events, particularly elections and those
events that may lead to a change in government; (d) the outbreak of hostilities, even in an
area in which the Fund is not invested; and (e) economic developments, particularly those
related to balance of payments and trade, inflation, money supply, the issue of
government debt, changes in official interest rates, monetary revaluations or devaluations
and modifications in financial market regulations.
As a result of the nature of the Fund’s investment activities, the results of the Fund’s
operations may fluctuate substantially from period to period. Accordingly, performance
results of a particular period will not necessarily be indicative of results in future periods.
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Managed Accounts. The Fund may allocate certain money to investment managers
running managed accounts. A managed account may be a commingled account held in the
name of the investment manager in which the funds of all investors using that manager
are pooled. Unlike an investment in a fund, the Fund may not receive Shares or any other
form of title, but may simply be entitled to a pro rata share in the contents of the account.
There may be no investment capable of being held by a custodian on behalf of the Fund.
Any loss arising as a result of an investment in a managed account will be borne by the
Shareholders.
Currency. Shares will be issued and redeemed in the currency of subscription. Certain of
the Fund’s assets may, however, be invested in Trade Finance Investments and other
investments denominated in other currencies. The value of such investments may be
affected favourably or unfavourably by fluctuations in exchange currencies,
notwithstanding any efforts made to hedge such fluctuations. In addition, prospective
investors whose assets and liabilities are primarily denominated in currencies other than
the currency of investment should take into account the potential risk of loss arising from
fluctuations in the rate of exchange between the currency of investment and such other
currency.
Risk of Government Intervention. The prices of instruments in which the Fund may trade
or invest are subject to certain risks arising from government regulation of or intervention
in the relevant capital markets, through regulation of their local markets, restrictions on
investments by foreigners or limits on flows of investment funds. Such regulation or
intervention could adversely affect the Fund’s performance.
Market Risk. The Fund’s investments are subject to normal market fluctuations and the
risks inherent in the purchase, holding or selling of Trade Finance Investments and
related instruments, and there can be no assurance that appreciation will occur. The value
of Shares can go down as well as up, and investors may not realise the value of their
initial investment.
Emerging Market Risk. The nascent nature of emerging market political systems leaves
those markets in which the Fund may invest more vulnerable to break down in the event
of economic instability or popular unrest. The dynamic nature of the political
environment can make the future uncertain. Economic infrastructure is poor, and
emerging market countries can maintain a high level of external and internal debt.
Investment Strategies. No assurance can be given that the strategies to be used will be
successful under all or any market conditions. The Fund may utilise financial instruments
such as derivatives in an attempt to hedge against fluctuations in the relative values of the
Fund’s portfolio positions as a result of changes in exchange rates. Such hedging
transactions may not always achieve the intended effect and can limit potential gains.
Fees and Expenses. Whether or not the Fund is profitable, it is required to meet certain
fixed costs, including start-up and organisational expenses, on-going administrative and
operating expenses and advisory fees.
Illiquidity of Investments. An investment in the Fund is suitable only for sophisticated
investors who have no need for immediate liquidity in their investment. Shares are
subject to significant restrictions on transfer and redemption. Consequently, Shareholders
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may not be able to liquidate their investment readily in the event of emergency or for any
other reason.
Third Party Cash Deposit Risk. The cash of the Fund will generally be held by the
Investment Manager in client money accounts it holds with banks and Financial
Institutions. The Investment Manager will not be responsible or liable to any person
whatsoever, (including the Investment Manager and/or the investors) in respect of any
loss of the cash, Trade Finance Investments and/or other assets comprising the assets of
the Fund held in such accounts or not deposited with or remaining in such accounts,
occasioned by reason of the liquidation, bankruptcy or insolvency of such bank, financial
institutions or other persons.
Applications for Shares. Applications for Shares are irrevocable. The Fund may utilise
subscription amounts received from investors for investment purposes following the
Subscription Date but prior to physical allocation of Shares to Shareholders. In such
event, the investor in question will become an unsecured creditor of the Fund until the
respective Shares are allocated.
Tax Considerations. The Fund may take positions with respect to certain tax issues
which depend on legal conclusions not yet addressed by the courts. Should any such
positions be successfully challenged by any tax authority, there could be a materially
adverse effect on the Fund.
Subscription monies at risk prior to Dealing Day: In instances where the Fund invests in
other investment funds, it will be required to send money in respect of such investments
in advance of the relevant day on which it intends to invest. In order to permit the Fund to
do so, prospective investors should note that subscription money may be sent to the
Investment Manager to make investments on behalf of the Fund prior to the Dealing Day
on which participating shares are issued to such prospective investor and that money
wired to the Fund is at risk in the Fund prior to the relevant Dealing Day. The Fund also
does not hold any money in escrow for Shareholders.
Side Letter Disclosure: The Directors of the Fund, in their sole discretion and without
notice to the other Participating Shareholders of the Fund, may enter into agreements (to
satisfy regulatory requirements or for any other reason) with certain investors granting
them, among other things, fee waivers or reductions, different voting rights or
restrictions, additional rights to reports or other information and other more favourable
(or less favourable) investment terms than the terms associated with an investment by
Participating Shareholders in the Fund pursuant to the terms offered pursuant to this
Memorandum. In particular, the Fund may enter into an agreement with an investor
granting them, among other things, reduced fees and preferential redemption rights. The
Fund has the power to create different classes of Participating Shares for certain investors
and may create additional classes having different rights for the purposes of
implementing such agreements. The Fund shall have no obligation to offer such
additional rights, terms or conditions granted to all investors in the Fund.
Sharia’a Requirements
The Fund will operate within the requirements of Sharia’a as determined by its appointed
Sharia’a advisor, which may limit certain investment opportunities and may impose
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structural requirements that could increase costs and limit opportunities. There is a risk
that the Sharia’a Advisor will declare an investment impermissible and this may require
its disposal at a loss to the Fund.
Risk of Islamic Substitutes for Derivatives
The Fund may, but is not required to, use derivative instruments for risk management
purposes in accordance with the limits and guidelines issued by the appropriate financial
regulator from time to time. If it is decided to use such instruments, only Sharia’a
approved substitutes will be used. There is a risk that Sharia’a approved substitutes for
conventional derivatives will not be as effective or as reliable as conventional derivatives.
This is because Sharia’a approved substitutes for derivatives are structured differently to
conventional derivatives and therefore cannot be guaranteed to operate in exactly the
same manner. Sharia’a approved substitutes for derivatives are also a recently developed
type of financial instrument, with a shorter track record than conventional derivatives, and
as a result such substitutes do not benefit from the same degree of market-led
documentation standardisation as conventional derivatives.
Risk of Government Intervention
The prices of Trade Finance Investments in which the Fund may trade or invest are
subject to certain risks arising from unpredictable intervention by government regulation
in the relevant capital markets, through regulation of their local markets, restrictions on
investments by foreigners, limits on flows of investment funds, currency controls or
political developments. Such regulation or intervention could adversely affect the Fund’s
performance.
Regulatory Change
The laws and regulations affecting businesses continue to evolve in an unpredictable
manner. Laws and regulations, particularly those involving taxation, investment and
trade, applicable to the Fund’s activities can change quickly and unpredictably, and may
at any time be amended, modified, repealed or replaced in a manner averse to the
interests of the Fund. The Fund and the enterprises in which it invests may be or may
become subject to unduly burdensome and restrictive regulation.
Management Risk
The Fund is subject to management risk because it is an actively managed investment
portfolio. The Investment Manager applies investment techniques and risk analyses in
making investment decisions for the Fund, but there can be no guarantee that these will
produce the desired results.
Conflicts of Interest
The Directors, the Investment Manager, any of their directors, officers, employees, agents
and affiliates and the Directors and any person or company with whom they are affiliated
or by whom they are employed (each an “Interested Party”) may be involved in other
financial, investment or other professional activities which may cause conflicts of interest
with the Fund. In particular, Interested Parties may provide services similar to those
provided to the Fund to other entities and will not be liable to account for any profit
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earned from any such services. The Interested Parties will at all times have due regard to
their duties owed to the Fund and where a conflict arises they will endeavour to ensure
that it is resolved fairly. For example, an Interested Party may acquire investments in
which the Fund may invest on behalf of clients. However, where the Investment Manager
could (a) allocate an investment between two or more funds or accounts which it
manages (including the Fund’s), or (b) make a disposal of investments held by two or
more such funds or accounts, it will act fairly as between the relevant funds or accounts
in making such allocation or disposal, having regard to, inter alia, factors such as cash
availability and portfolio balance.
The Fund may acquire Trade Finance Investments from or dispose of Trade Finance
Investments to any Interested Party or any investment fund or account advised or
managed by any such person. An Interested Party may provide professional services to
the Fund (provided that no Interested Party will act as auditor to the Fund) or hold Shares
and buy, hold and deal in any investments for their own accounts notwithstanding that
similar investments may be held by the Fund. An Interested Party may contract or enter
into any financial or other transaction with any Shareholder or with any entity any of
whose Trade Finance Investments are held by or for the account of the Fund, or be
interested in any such contract or transaction. Furthermore, any Interested Party may
receive commissions to which it or he is contractually entitled in relation to any sale or
purchase of any investments of the Fund effected by it for the account of the Fund,
provided that in each case the terms are no less beneficial to the Fund than a transaction
involving a disinterested party and any commission is in line with market practice.
The above summary of risks does not purport to be an exhaustive list of all the risk
factors relating to investments in the Fund. Various other risks may apply.
Handling of mail
Mail addressed to the Fund and received at its registered office will be forwarded
unopened to the forwarding address supplied by the Investment Manager to be dealt with.
None of the Fund, its directors, officers, advisors or service providers (including the
organisation which provides registered office services in the Cayman Islands) will bear
any responsibility for any delay howsoever caused in mail reaching the forwarding
address. In particular, the Directors will only receive, open or deal directly with mail
which is addressed to them personally (as opposed to mail which is addressed just to the
Fund).
THE FOREGOING LIST OF RISK FACTORS DOES NOT PURPORT TO BE A
COMPLETE ENUMERATION OF THE RISKS INVOLVED IN AN
INVESTMENT IN THE FUND. PROSPECTIVE INVESTORS SHOULD READ
THIS MEMORANDUM IN ITS ENTIRETY AND CONSULT WITH THEIR OWN
ADVISORS BEFORE DECIDING TO SUBSCRIBE FOR SHARES IN THE
FUND.
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VIII. TAX CONSIDERATIONS
General
The statements on taxation below are intended to be a general summary of certain tax
consequences that may result to the Fund and its Shareholders. The statements relate to
Shareholders holding Shares as an investment (as opposed to an acquisition by a dealer)
and are based on advice received by the Directors regarding the law and practice in force
in the relevant jurisdiction at the date of this document. As is the case with any
investment, there can be no guarantee that the tax position or proposed tax position
prevailing at the time an investment in the Fund is made will endure indefinitely.
Prospective Shareholders should familiarise themselves with and, where
appropriate, take advice on the laws and regulations (such as those relating to
taxation and exchange controls) applicable to the subscription for, and the holding
and realisation of, Shares in the places of their citizenship, residence and domicile.
The tax consequences for each Shareholder of acquiring, holding, redeeming or
disposing of Shares will depend upon the relevant laws of any jurisdiction to which
the Shareholder is subject. Investors and prospective investors in the Fund should
seek their own professional advice as to this, as well as to any relevant exchange
control or other laws and regulations.
The Fund may be subject to local withholding taxes in respect of income or gains derived
from its investments in underlying investee countries. Taxation law and practice and the
levels and bases of and reliefs from taxation relating to the Fund and to its Shareholders
may change from time to time.
Cayman Islands
The Government of the Cayman Islands, will not, under existing legislation, impose any
income, corporate or capital gains tax, estate duty, inheritance tax, gift tax or withholding tax
upon the Fund or the Shareholders. The Cayman Islands are not party to any double
taxation treaties.
Shareholders are not subject to any income, withholding or capital gains taxes in the
Cayman Islands with respect to the Shares of the Fund owned by them and dividends
received on such Shares, nor are they subject to any estate or inheritance taxes in the
Cayman Islands.
Other Taxation
It is intended that the affairs of the Fund will be conducted such that it will seek to
minimise the risk of being subject to regular income taxation in any jurisdiction.
Investors are advised to seek their own tax advice.
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IX.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Directors
The Directors are responsible for managing the business of the Fund. The Directors meet
regularly to review the investment and administrative affairs of the Fund. The Directors
may delegate certain functions to other parties, subject to supervision and direction by the
Directors. The Directors have delegated the operation of the Fund’s investment
programme to the Investment Manager pursuant to the terms of the Investment
Management Agreement. The Directors are therefore not responsible for the day-to-day
conduct of the Fund’s trading program. The Directors may have also delegated certain
day-to-day administrative and clerical affairs of the Fund to other parties.
The Directors each serve in a non-executive capacity and none of them has an existing or
proposed service contract with the Fund. Any Director may hold any other office in
connection with the Fund in conjunction with his office as a Director on such terms as the
Directors may determine. Any Director may also act in a professional capacity (other than
as the Fund’s independent auditor) and such Director or his firm will be entitled to
remuneration for such services as if he were not a Director. A Director may contract with
the Fund provided that the Director declares the nature of his interest other than as
disclosed herein. No Director has any interests in transactions which were unusual in
their nature or condition or which are significant in relation to the business of the Fund.
Any interest in the Shares, either direct or indirect, held by the Directors or any
connected person, will be disclosed in the annual report and accounts of the Fund. The
Directors or any connected person may acquire Shares in the Fund. The Directors are not
required to retire at any specified age.
A Director may vote or be counted in the quorum in respect of certain contracts in which
the Director is materially interested other than as a Shareholder, provided that such
Director declares such interest prior to the taking of the vote.
Each Director is entitled to remuneration for his services as approved by the Fund. The
Directors have currently waived such entitlement. The Directors may also be paid all
reasonable travelling, hotel and other expenses properly incurred by them in attending
meetings of the Directors or any committee of the Directors or any general meeting or
any other meeting held in connection with the business of the Fund.
The Fund’s Articles contain provisions for the indemnification of each of the Directors
and officers of the Fund, against any loss or liability incurred by reason of their being or
having been a Director or officer save where such loss or liability is the result of their
own actual fraud or wilful default. Further provisions regarding the Directors are
included in the Articles.
Share Capital
The Fund has an authorised Share capital of $100,000 consisting of 100 voting
management Shares of $1.00 par value per Share (the “Management Shares”) and
4,990,000 non-voting participating Shares of $0.01 par value per Share (the “Shares”).
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Management Shares
As at the date of this Memorandum one hundred Management Shares are in issue, fully
paid and held by Rasmala Managers Limited, a company duly incorporated under the
laws of the Cayman Islands. The Management Shares confer on the holder the right to
receive notice of, and to attend and vote at any general meeting of the Fund. However,
they do not entitle the holder to participate in the Fund’s profits and losses. Upon the
winding up of the Fund, the holder of Management Shares is entitled to receive its paid-in
capital of $1.00 per Management Share.
Shares
Shares, when issued, will be fully paid. The Shares do not confer on their holders the
right to receive notice of, or to attend and vote at, a general meeting of the Fund, except
on a variation of class rights as described below. The holders of Shares are entitled to
participate, to the exclusion of the holder of the Management Shares, in the profits and
losses of the Fund and to receive any dividends which may be declared by the Fund and,
upon the winding up of the Fund, the full amount of the assets of the Fund available for
distribution other than the paid-in capital in respect of the Management Shares of $1.00
per Share.
Shares may be issued in separate classes. Any Management Fee may be waived.
For administrative convenience, each class may be further sub-divided into sub-classes.
In this Memorandum any reference to a class will, to the extent applicable, also refer to
any sub-classes of such class. Separate sub-classes of Shares will be issued in respect of
any persons with whom the Fund has agreed different investment terms, including
without limitation with respect to fees or redemptions. Each Share within each class or
sub-class has equal dividend, distribution and liquidation rights save for Accumulation
Shares which shall not entitle the holder to receive dividends or other dividends as
declared but rather shall accumulate value.
Rights
All Shareholders are entitled to the benefit of, are bound by and are deemed to have
notice of, the provisions of the Articles.
Under the terms of the Articles, the liability of the Shareholders is limited to the amount,
if any, unpaid on the Shares.
The Articles have been drafted in broad and flexible terms to allow the Directors, in their
discretion, to determine a number of issues including whether or not to charge certain
fees or to set or waive certain time or notice periods, generally or in any particular case.
General meetings of the holders of the Management Shares may be called by the
Directors and will be called at the request of holders of the Management Shares holding a
simple majority of the outstanding Management Shares entitled to vote. All Shareholders’
meetings will be held in the Cayman Islands, or such other location as the Directors will
determine. All Shareholders’ meetings require thirty days’ prior notice. Notice may be
sent by hand, mail, fax or email or alternatively, where the recipient has agreed, by
posting the notice on a secure nominated web-site.
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Except where a special resolution is otherwise required by law or on a matter involving a
variation of class rights (see below), all decisions of the Shareholders will be made by the
holders of a simple majority of outstanding Management Shares entitled to vote
represented at a meeting, provided that a quorum of the holders of one-third of the
outstanding Management Shares entitled to vote is present in person or by proxy.
Variation of Class Rights
Provided that no preference share shall be issued/allocated that shall have special
financial features leading to granting of priority to these shares at the time of liquidation
or the distribution of profits, all or any of the special rights for the time being attached to
any class of share for the time being issued (of which there are none at present save as
referred to herein) may (unless otherwise provided by the terms of issue of the shares of
that class) from time to time (whether or not the Fund is being wound up) be altered or
abrogated with the consent in writing of the holders of not less than two-thirds of the
issued shares of that class or with the sanction of a resolution passed with a two-thirds
majority at a separate class meeting of the holders of such shares on the register of
shareholders of the Fund at the date on which notice of such separate class meeting is
given. To any such separate class meeting all the provisions of the Articles as to general
meetings of the Fund shall mutatis mutandis apply, but so that any holder of shares of the
class present in person or by proxy may demand a poll, and voting rights on a poll are not
on the basis of one share, one vote but rather votes will be related to the Net Asset Value
Per Share. For such purposes the Directors may treat all the classes of shares as forming
one class if they consider that all such classes would be affected in the same way by the
proposals under consideration but, in any other case, shall treat them as separate classes.
The rights attached to each class of share shall be deemed to be varied by the creation or
issue of any shares ranking in priority to them as respects participation in the profits or
assets of the Fund.
Subject to the paragraph above, the special rights attached to any class of share having
preferential or other special rights shall (unless otherwise expressly provided by the
conditions of issue of such shares) not be deemed to be varied by:
(i)

the creation, allotment or issue of further shares ranking pari passu therewith; or

(ii)

the creation, allotment, issue, repurchase or redemption of Management Shares or
participating shares of any class; or

(iii)

by the conversion of participating shares of any class into participating shares of
another class as provided for in the Articles; or

(iv)

by the exercise of the Directors' powers to allocate assets (or amounts treated as
notional assets), and charge liabilities to different classes (or series) of
participating shares, as provided for in the Articles.

Registration of Management Shares and Shares
Shares will be issued only in registered form; the Fund does not issue bearer Shares. A
current register of the names and addresses of the Shareholders and their Shareholdings
in the Fund will be maintained at the office of the Administrator. Shareholder registers of
the Fund are not required by any current law to be furnished to any governmental
authority in any jurisdiction. Shares will be registered only in book entry form. No Share
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certificates will be issued. The Register of Management Shares is held at the Registered
Office of the Fund.
Accounting Date and Auditor
The accounting date of the Fund is 31 December of each year or such other date as the
Directors shall determine from time to time having given due notice to all Shareholders.
Annual reports will be published and sent to Shareholders.
PricewaterhouseCoopers has been appointed as auditor to the Fund. Its letter of
engagement contains a limitation of liability and indemnity operating in its favour,
subject to certain limitations stated therein. In particular, the auditor’s maximum
aggregate liability to the Fund is limited to the amount specified in the Engagement
Letter between PricewaterhouseCoopers and the Fund, or if no amount is specified there,
to the amount of fees received by PricewaterhouseCoopers for the work specified in the
Engagement Letter except to the extent finally determined to have resulted from the fraud
or other deliberate breach of duty by the auditor.
Records
The Fund shall establish in its books a separate record with its own distinct designation
for each class and series of Shares. The proceeds from the allotment and issue of each
class and series of Shares shall be applied in the books of the Fund to the record
established for that class and series of Shares. The assets, profits, gains, income and
liabilities, losses and expenses attributable to a particular class and series shall be applied
to the record relating to such class and series at the end of each fiscal period. In the case
of any asset or liability (including any expense) of the Fund which the Directors do not
consider is attributable to a particular record, the Directors, following consultation with
the Investment Manager, shall allocate such asset or liability among the records in
proportion to the NAV of each class and series.
Regulation
The Fund is regulated as a mutual fund under the Mutual Funds Law. The Authority has
supervisory and enforcement powers to ensure compliance with the Mutual Funds Law.
Regulation under the Mutual Funds Law entails the filing of prescribed details and
audited accounts annually with the Authority. As a regulated mutual fund, the Authority
may at any time instruct the Fund to have its accounts audited and to submit them to the
Authority within such time as the Authority specifies. Failure to comply with these
requests by the Authority may result in substantial fines on the part of the Directors and
may result in the Authority applying to the court to have the Fund wound up.
The Fund will not, however, be subject to supervision in respect of its investment
activities or the constitution of the Fund's portfolio by the Authority or any other
governmental authority in the Cayman Islands, although the Authority does have power
to investigate the activities of the Fund in certain circumstances. Neither the Authority
nor any other governmental authority in the Cayman Islands has commented upon or
approved the terms or merits of this document. There is no investment compensation
scheme available to investors in the Cayman Islands.
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The Authority may take certain actions if it is satisfied that a regulated mutual fund is or
is likely to become unable to meet its obligations as they fall due or is carrying on or is
attempting to carry on business or is winding up its business voluntarily in a manner that
is prejudicial to its investors or creditors. The powers of the Authority include the power
to require the substitution of Directors, to appoint a person to advise the Fund on the
proper conduct of its affairs or to appoint a person to assume control of the affairs of the
Fund. There are other remedies available to the Authority including the ability to apply to
court for approval of other actions.
Prevention of Money Laundering
In order to comply with legislation or regulations aimed at the prevention of money
laundering the Fund is required to adopt and maintain anti-money laundering procedures,
and may require subscribers to provide evidence to verify their identity and source of
funds. Where permitted, and subject to certain conditions, the Fund may also delegate the
maintenance of its anti-money laundering procedures (including the acquisition of due
diligence information) to a suitable person.
The Fund, and the Administrator on the Fund's behalf, reserves the right to request such
information as is necessary to verify the identity of a Shareholder (i.e. a subscriber and a
transferee), unless in any particular case the Directors are satisfied that an exemption
applies under the Money Laundering Regulations (2015 Revision) of the Cayman Islands,
as amended and revised from time to time (the "Regulations"). Depending on the
circumstances of each offer, a detailed verification of identity might not be required
where:
1. the applicant makes the payment for an investment from an account held
in the applicant's name at a recognised financial institution; or
2. the applicant is regulated by a recognised regulatory authority and is based
or incorporated in, or formed under the law of, a recognised jurisdiction;
or
3. the offer is made through an intermediary which is regulated by a
recognised regulatory authority and is based in or incorporated in, or
formed under the law of a recognised jurisdiction and an assurance is
provided in relation to the procedures undertaken on the underlying
investors.
For the purposes of these exceptions, recognition of a financial institution, regulatory
authority or jurisdiction is determined in accordance with the Regulations by reference to
those jurisdictions recognised by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority as having
equivalent anti-money laundering regulations.
In the event of delay or failure on the part of the subscriber in producing any information
required for verification purposes, the Fund may refuse to accept the offer, in which case
any funds received will be returned without profit to the account from which they were
originally debited.
The Fund, and the Administrator on the Fund's behalf, also reserve the right to refuse to
make any redemption payment to a Shareholder if the Directors suspect or are advised
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that the payment of redemption proceeds to such Shareholder might result in a breach of
applicable anti-money laundering or other laws or regulations by any person in any
relevant jurisdiction, or if such refusal is considered necessary or appropriate to ensure
the compliance by the Fund with any such laws or regulations in any applicable
jurisdiction.
If any person resident in the Cayman Islands knows or suspects or has reasonable
grounds for knowing or suspecting that another person is engaged in criminal conduct or
is involved with terrorism or terrorist property and the information for that knowledge or
suspicion came to their attention in the course of business in the regulated sector, or other
trade, profession, business or employment, the person will be required to report such
knowledge or suspicion to (1) the Financial Reporting Authority of the Cayman Islands,
pursuant to the Proceeds of Crime Law (2016 Revision) of the Cayman Islands if the
disclosure relates to criminal conduct or money laundering, or (2) a police officer of the
rank of constable or higher, or the Financial Reporting Authority, pursuant to the
Terrorism Law (2015 Revision) of the Cayman Islands, if the disclosure relates to
involvement with terrorism or terrorist financing and property. Such a report shall not be
treated as a breach of confidence or of any restriction upon the disclosure of information
imposed by any enactment or otherwise.
For the purposes of satisfying the internal compliance and anti-money laundering
procedures of the Fund’s associates, including its custodians (if any) or administrators.
The Fund reserves the right to share relevant information of the investors.
Cayman Islands – Automatic Exchange of Financial Account Information
The Cayman Islands has signed two inter-governmental agreements to improve
international tax compliance and the exchange of information - one with the United
States and one with the United Kingdom (the "US IGA" and the "UK IGA",
respectively). The Cayman Islands has also signed, along with over 60 other countries, a
multilateral competent authority agreement to implement the OECD Standard for
Automatic Exchange of Financial Account Information – Common Reporting Standard
(the "CRS" and together with the US IGA and the UK IGA, "AEOI").
Cayman Islands regulations were issued on 4 July 2014 to give effect to the US IGA and
the UK IGA, and on 16 October 2015 to give effect to the CRS (collectively, the "AEOI
Regulations"). Pursuant to the AEOI Regulations, the Cayman Islands Tax Information
Authority (the "TIA") has published guidance notes on the application of the US and UK
IGAs and the CRS.
All Cayman Islands "Financial Institutions" will be required to comply with the
registration, due diligence and reporting requirements of the AEOI Regulations, except to
the extent that they can rely on an exemption that allows them to become a "NonReporting Financial Institution" (as defined in the relevant AEOI Regulations) with
respect to one or more of the AEOI regimes. The Fund does not propose to rely on any
reporting exemption and therefore intends to comply with the requirements of the AEOI
Regulations.
The AEOI Regulations require the Fund to, amongst other things (i) register with the
Internal Revenue Service ("IRS") to obtain a Global Intermediary Identification Number
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(in the context of the US IGA only), (ii) register with the TIA, and thereby notify the TIA
of its status as a "Reporting Financial Institution"; (iii) conduct due diligence on its
accounts to identify whether any such accounts are considered " Reportable Accounts",
and (iv) report information on such Reportable Accounts to the TIA. The TIA will
transmit the information reported to it to the overseas fiscal authority relevant to a
reportable account (i.e. the IRS in the case of a US Reportable Account, HMRC in the
case of a UK Reportable Account, etc.) annually on an automatic basis.
By investing in the Fund and/or continuing to invest in the Fund, investors shall be
deemed to acknowledge that further information may need to be provided to the Fund,
the Fund's compliance with the AEOI Regulations may result in the disclosure of investor
information, and investor information may be exchanged with overseas fiscal authorities.
Where an investor fails to provide any requested information (regardless of the
consequences), the Fund reserves the right to take any action and/or pursue all remedies
at its disposal including, without limitation, compulsory redemption or withdrawal of the
investor concerned.
Eligible Investors
No Share may be held by (a) any person who is a member of the public in the Cayman
Islands (which shall not include an exempted or ordinary non-resident company
incorporated in the Cayman Islands) or (b) unless determined otherwise by the Directors,
any U.S. Person (as defined in the Appendix).
The Fund and the Administrator reserve the right to request such information as is
necessary to verify the identity of any person submitting a completed Subscription
Agreement. An individual may be required to produce, among other documents, a copy
of a passport and proof of residence or identification card certified by a notary public,
lawyer, bank manager or other professional advisor. In the case of corporate applicants,
they may be required to produce, among other documents, a certified copy of the
certificate of incorporation (and any change of name), and the identity of at least two
directors. A trustee, agent, representative or nominee may be required to provide
verification of the beneficial owners of any Shares subscribed. Pending the provision of
evidence satisfactory to the Fund and the Administrator as to identity, the evidence of
title in respect of Shares may be retained in the sole and absolute discretion of the Fund
or the Administrator. If within a reasonable period of time following a request for
verification of identity, the Fund and/or the Administrator has not received evidence
satisfactory to it as aforesaid, either the Fund or the Administrator may, in its sole and
absolute discretion, refuse to allot the Shares applied for, in which event subscription
monies may, if permissible be returned without interest to the account from which such
monies were originally sent. The payment of redemption proceeds to a Shareholder
holding an account at an institution for which the identity has not yet been adequately
established, may only be made upon receipt of all appropriate identity documents. The
Fund or the Administrator may reject subscriptions if the remitting bank or financial
institution is unknown to the Fund or the Administrator or for any other reason in their
sole and absolute discretion.
Requests for Information
The Fund, or any directors or agents domiciled in the Cayman Islands, may be compelled
to provide information, subject to a request for information made by a regulatory or
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governmental authority or agency under applicable law; e.g. by the Cayman Islands
Monetary Authority, either for itself or for a recognised overseas regulatory authority,
under the Monetary Authority Law (2016 Revision), or by the Tax Information
Authority, under the Tax Information Authority Law (2016 Revision) or Reporting of
Savings Income information (European Union) Law, 2014 and associated regulations,
agreements, arrangements and memoranda of understanding. Disclosure of confidential
information under such laws shall not be regarded as a breach of any duty of
confidentiality and, in certain circumstances, the Fund, director or agent, may be
prohibited from disclosing that the request has been made.
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X.

ENQUIRIES

Enquiries concerning the Fund or the Shares (including information concerning
subscription or redemption procedures) should be directed to:
Rasmala Trade Finance Fund
C/o Apex Fund Services, (Dubai) Ltd
Gate Village 5,
Level 1
Dubai International Financial Centre
PO Box 506534
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
rasmala@apexfunddubai.ae
*****
This Memorandum does not purport to be and should not be construed as a complete
description of the constituent documents of the Fund and the Material Contracts. Any
potential investor in the Fund is encouraged to review carefully such constituent
documents and the Material Contracts, in addition to consulting appropriate legal,
business, investment, tax and other counsellors.
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APPENDIX
DEFINITIONS

In this Memorandum, the words set out below shall have the meanings set opposite to
them, if not inconsistent with the subject or context.
Term

Meaning

Accumulation Share

A non-voting (save with respect to the appointment
and resignation of any director), redeemable
participating Share in the capital of the Company
of US$0.01 par value and having the rights
provided for in the Articles

Administration Agreement

Administration agreement entered into between the
Fund and the Administrator.

Administrator

Apex Fund Services Ltd.

Articles

Memorandum and Articles of Association of the
Fund.

Authority

Cayman Islands Monetary Authority.

Business Day

Any day other than a Saturday or Sunday on which
banks are open for business in Bermuda, the
United States of America and the United Kingdom,
or such other day as determined by the Directors.

Companies Law

Companies Law (2016 Revision), as may be
amended from time to time of the Cayman Islands

Dealing Day

First Business Day of each month or such other
day as determined by the Directors

Directors

Members of the board of directors of the Fund
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Equalisation

If an investor subscribes for Shares at a time when
the NAV per Share of the relevant series is other
than the High Water Mark per Share certain
adjustments will be made to reduce inequities that
could otherwise result to the subscriber or to the
Investment Manager.
If Shares are subscribed for at a time when the
NAV per Share is less than the High Water Mark
Per Share, the investor will be required to pay a
Performance Fee with respect to any subsequent
appreciation in the value of those Shares
(“Equalisation Deficit”). With respect to any
appreciation in the value of those Shares from the
NAV per Share at the date of subscription up to the
High Water Mark Per Share, the Performance Fee
will be charged at the end of each quarter by
redeeming at the prevailing NAV per Share such
number of the investor's Shares as have an
aggregate NAV (after accrual for any Performance
Fee) equal to the percentage specified as the
Performance Fee of any such appreciation (a
“Performance Fee Redemption”). The aggregate
NAV of the Shares so redeemed (less the aggregate
par value which will be retained by the Fund) will
be paid to the Investment Manager as a
Performance Fee. Performance Fee Redemptions
are employed to ensure that the Fund maintains a
uniform NAV per Share. As regards the investor's
remaining Shares any appreciation in the NAV per
Share of those Shares above the High Water Mark
Per Share will be charged a Performance fee in the
normal manner described above.
If Shares are subscribed for at a time when the
NAV per Share is greater than the High Water
Mark Per Share, the investor will be required to
pay an additional amount in excess of the then
current NAV per Share equal to the percentage
specified as the relevant Performance Fee of the
difference between the then current NAV per Share
(before accrual for the Performance Fee) and the
High Water Mark Per Share (an Equalisation
Credit). At the date of subscription, the
Equalisation Credit will equal the Performance Fee
per Share accrued with respect to the other Shares
of such class and series in the Fund (the Maximum
Equalisation Credit).
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The Equalisation Credit is payable to account for
the fact that the NAV per Share has been reduced
A-2 an accrued Performance Fee to be borne
to reflect
by existing Shareholders holding Shares of the

Fund

Rasmala Trade Finance Fund

GCC

Gulf Cooperation Council

Hard Commodities

Typically a commodity extracted through mining;
these may include precious metals (gold, silver,
palladium, platinum), non-ferrous or base metals
(aluminium, copper, lead, nickel, zinc), ferrous
metals (iron ore, steel), minor metals (cobalt,
molybdenum, magnesium, silicon, titanium, etc.),
rare earth metals (cerium, praseodymium,
neodymium, promethium, terbium, dysprosium,
etc.) and uranium; may also include the energy
commodities such as oil, coal and natural gas

High Water Mark

With respect to each Series of the Fund Shares
shall mean the Net Asset Value of the relevant
Series after the deduction of a Performance Fee as
of the end of the most recent calendar quarter for
which a Performance Fee was paid to the
Investment Manager, or if no Performance Fee has
been paid since the Subscription Date, then the Net
Asset Value of such Series of the Fund Shares as
of the Subscription Date.

High Water Mark (Adjusted)

High Water Mark less all dividend distributions
accrued or paid since the most recent payment of
the Performance Fee

High Water Mark Per Share

The greater of (a) the class and series Issue Price
(being the price at which Shares of a class and
series were issued initially and (b) the highest
NAV per Share in effect immediately after the end
of each quarter in respect of which a class and
series Performance Fee (other than a Performance
Fee Redemption) was charged.

Investment Manager

Rasmala Investment Bank Limited

Investment Vehicles

Long-only trade finance funds or separately
managed accounts

Law

Mutual Funds Law (2015 Revision), as may be
amended from time to time of the Cayman Islands

Management Fees

Management fee payable
Investment Manager
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quarterly

to

the

Management Shareholders

Rasmala Managers Limited, a Cayman Islands
exempted company with registered office at
Stuarts Corporate Services Ltd., 4th floor, Cayman
Financial Centre, 36A Dr. Roy’s Drive. P.O. Box
2510

Management Shares

Voting Management Shares of $0.01 par value per
share

Material Contracts

the Investment Management Agreement and the
Administration Agreement.

MENA

Middle East and North Africa

Monetary Authority

Cayman Islands Monetary Authority

Net Asset Value or NAV

Net asset value attributable to each Class of
Shares, calculated as described in Section V: “Net
Asset Valuations”

Redemption Date

Generally the first Business Day of the month or
such other days as the Directors may determine

Redemption Limitation

the decision by the Directors to limit the
redemption of Shares if the timing of redemptions
would cause more than 10% of the net asset value
of the Fund to be redeemed at any Redemption
Date

Redemption Notice Date

Minimum thirty (30) calendar days prior to the
relevant Valuation Point.

Redemption Price

the amount payable per Share on the redemption of
any Shares (based on such Shares’ net asset value
as of the Valuation Point for the month in which
such redemption occurs, subject to certain
adjustments) determined in accordance with the
Articles

Securities Act

United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended

Share

Participating non-voting share of the Fund of
$0.01 par value each

Shareholder

Holder of Shares in the Fund
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Soft Commodities

Typically, a commodity that is grown rather than
mined; these may include coffee, cocoa, sugar,
corn, wheat, and soybean; may also include but not
be limited to various livestock and fruit

Subscription Agreement

Fund’s subscription agreement pursuant to which
the Shares are subscribed

Subscription Date

The first Business Day of the month, or such other
times as the Directors shall determine in their sole
and absolute discretion.

Subscription Price

Price at which Shares may be subscribed for on
any Dealing Day as determined by the
Administrator

Targeted Fund Size

US Dollars 100 million

Trade Finance Investments

Securities and other agreements created to support
international trade, including (but not limited to)
promissory notes, bills of exchange, drafts,
deferred payments, letters of credit and trade
receivables, structured and/or secured finance
facilities linked to the physical movement of goods
and various forms of pre-purchase deliveries
which are generated in connection with the
purchase and/or sale of goods, and not loans or
debts.

United States

United States of America, its territories and
possessions, any state of the United States and the
District of Columbia;

UAE

United Arab Emirates

US Dollars, USD or $

The lawful currency of the United States

Valuation Point

Close of business on the last Business Day of the
month or such other days as may from time to time
be determined by the Directors
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Definition of “U.S. Person”
For purposes of the applicable prohibitions against ownership and transfer of Shares, the
term “U.S. Person” means:
(1)

a resident or citizen of the United States;

(2)

a partnership or corporation organised under the laws of the United States;

(3)

any entity not organised under the laws of the United States:
(a)

that has its principal office or place of business in the United States; or

(b)

(i)

in which citizens or residents of or entities organised under the
laws of or existing in the United States directly or indirectly hold
in the aggregate 50% or more of the beneficial interests; and

(ii)

that will own directly or indirectly, either alone or together with
affiliated persons, an aggregate of more than 9.9% of the Fund’s
outstanding Shares; or

(iii)

that will own directly or indirectly, either alone or together with
affiliated persons, an aggregate of more than 9.9% of the Fund’s
outstanding Shares; or

(iv)

that is organised principally for passive investment (such as an
investment company, a commodity pool or other similar vehicle);

and

(4)

(A)

in which the amount of units of participation held by U.S. Persons (other
than “qualified eligible persons” as defined in Rule 4.7 under the United
States Commodity Exchange Act) represents in the aggregate 10% or more
of the beneficial interest in the entity; or

(B)

that was formed for the purpose of facilitating investment by U.S. Persons
in the Fund, or in any other commodity pool with respect to which the
operator is exempt from certain requirements of Part 4 of the regulations
promulgated by the U.S. Commodities Futures Trading Commission by
virtue of its participants being non-U.S. Persons; or

(C)

that was formed by U.S. Persons principally for the purpose of investing in
securities not registered under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended,
unless it is formed and owned by “accredited investors” (as defined in
Rule 501(a) under the Securities Act) who are not natural persons, estates
or trusts;

an estate or trust:
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(a)

of which an executor, administrator or trustee is a U.S. Person, unless:
i. an executor, administrator or trustee who is not a U.S. Person has
sole or shared investment discretion with respect to the assets of
the estate or trust; and
ii. in the case of an estate, it is governed by non-United States law; or
iii. in the case of a trust, no beneficiary (and no settler if the trust is
revocable) is a U.S. Person; or

(b)

the income of which is subject to United States income tax regardless of
source;

(5)

any agency or branch of a foreign entity located in the United States;

(6)

any non-discretionary account or similar account (other than an estate or trust)
held for the benefit or account of one (1) or more U.S. Persons; and

(7)

any discretionary account or similar account (other than an estate or trust) held by
a dealer or other fiduciary organised, incorporated, or (if an individual) resident in
the United States, unless it is held by a dealer or other professional fiduciary
exclusively for the benefit or account of one (1) or more non-U.S. Persons.

For purposes of the foregoing, the term “United States” means the United States of
America, its territories and possessions, any state of the United States, and the District of
Columbia. Persons requiring details regarding other terms used in the foregoing
definition (such as “qualified eligible person” and “accredited investor”) should contact
the Administrator.
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